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ABSTRACT   
 
A discrete time series may have high noise levels resulting in a rough or jagged 
distribution that can present significant challenges to conventional statistical tracking 
techniques. To address this problem the proposed method applies hybrid fuzzy 
statistical techniques to series granules instead of to individual measures. Three 
examples demonstrated the robust nature of the proposed fuzzy tracking signal that 
leads to a minimal number of false alarms caused by isolated spikes. These examples 
demonstrated the effectiveness of this tracking signal for promptly identifying 
significant pattern changes in rough time series as can be encountered in data sets used 
for various types of Defence decision making. 
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 Change Detection in Rough Time Series  
 
 

Executive Summary    
 
 
This report presents a procedure for tracking a rough series of data with the objective 
of promptly detecting an unusual sequence of values in the series that indicates some 
sort of significant change. A rough series of data is defined as a jagged pattern with 
discontinuities and a relatively high noise level. Such a series may be sparse and result 
from sporadic event or measurement occurrences, and also may consist of many low or 
nil values. The data may represent approximate evaluations or inaccurate sensor data, 
subjective ratings of vague variables, imperfect intelligence reports, algorithmic 
derived measures indicating degrees of suspected network intrusions, or simply be 
data degraded by some form of interference.  
 
This new tracking signal being proposed is based on a hybrid methodology with 
combined statistical and fuzzy set aspects. The proposed hybrid method is also based 
on information granulation which is simply a partitioning of information elements into 
groups. Three case studies were examined to demonstrate the robust nature of the 
proposed tracking signal and its ability to promptly detect anomalies. The three 
tracking examples are: detecting significant changes in a threat indicator derived from 
automated newsfeeds about North Korea; insurgent activity in Iraq; and in the rainfall 
pattern in the Murray-Darling Basin over the last 107 years. The results for the Murray-
Darling Basin rainfall data also enabled some new conclusions to be inferred that could 
not be found in existing expert statistical analyses of that data set. Moreover, the 
examples demonstrate the effectiveness of this tracking signal for promptly identifying 
significant pattern changes in rough time series as can be encountered in data sets used 
for various types of Defence decision making. 
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1. Introduction  

This report presents a procedure for tracking a rough series of data with the objective of 
promptly detecting an unusual sequence of values in the series that indicates some sort of 
significant change. Generally speaking, this report will assume a rough time series to have 
the following characteristics which can be noted in the demonstration examples shown in 
Figures 3, 6, and 9: 

• Data elements may not be accurate, or be qualitative as with subjective ratings. 
• High random noise may exist due to measurement or various other causes. 
• Large fluctuations of values around an overall trend line. 
• Relatively low autocorrelation between successive values. 
• Possible null values either as true values or from missing data. 

 
This type of data may originate from many sources such as: imperfect intelligence reports, 
human estimates of qualitative variables, algorithmic derived measures indicating degrees 
of suspected network intrusions, inaccurate sensor data, indirect estimates from covariates 
of a target variable, or simply be data degraded by some form of interference. The target 
problem of this report is a special case of the general change-point detection problem in 
time series tracking. Various methods have been proposed to address this problem most of 
which assume that a considerable amount of data is available. Detecting unusual patterns 
in stock market indicators and credit card fraud detection have been fertile application 
areas. However, the rather sparse and jagged nature of rough series limits the application 
of many analytical methods which depend upon rich data streams. 
 
To address this problem, a hybrid methodology is proposed with combined statistical and 
fuzzy set aspects. The proposed method is based upon information granulation which is 
simply a partitioning of information elements into groups. Information granulation has 
been applied across many types of modelling, using both formal and informal methods. 
Zadeh [1] has pointed out how information granulation is ubiquitous in human actions, 
cognition, and reasoning. Granules may be crisp or fuzzy, and fuzzy sets are themselves 
granules as groupings of information elements. The primary reason for adopting 
information granulation in the following procedure is to capture some of the uncertainty 
existing in the raw data elements.  
 
The tracking problem we are considering here is to determine with minimal false alarms, 
when a notable change occurs in an unfolding data series. The purpose of applying an 
automated anomaly detection algorithm may be to authenticate, or reinforce, any 
detection that occurs from a manual inspection of the measure sequences. This is 
important for rough series since their inherent nature may disguise pattern changes in the 
unfolding data. Alternatively, an automated alert could prompt a visual inspection for 
confirming a pattern change. Three example applications demonstrate the behaviour of the 
proposed tracking signal. The first, of two Defence related applications, is to track a threat 
indicator for North Korea developed from automated analysis of newsfeeds. The second 
application is to detect changes in insurgent activity in Iraq. The third application is to 
detect anomalies in historical Murray-Darling Basin rainfall data. These applications 
demonstrate the robust nature and effectiveness of the proposed tracking signal for 
detecting anomalies in rough series. 
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2. Tracking Temporal Data  

2.1 Overview of Tracking  

Tracking of temporal data series is commonly applied in the commercial world for 
predictive purposes such as predicting future product demand so that optimal inventory 
levels can be established. However, there are many other reasons for tracking time series 
of unfolding temporal data, and another objective is to detect some kind of pattern change 
or deviation. A sample of tracking applications follows. 
 
Process Quality Control:   [2][3][4][5] 
To ensure that a production process achieves desired product quality by application of 
statistical cumulative sum of error techniques (CUSUM) and checking against statistical 
control limits for a specified degree of confidence. 
 
Forecasting:    [6][7][8] 
To monitor sales forecasting for production planning purposes and detect when forecasts 
are significantly different to actual sales so that production levels would be inappropriate. 
 
Telecom Network Management:  
To monitor traffic flow so that optimal ways of achieving desired service levels can be 
dynamically maintained [9][10], or to detect unusual patterns indicating illegal intrusions 
[11]. 
 
Mobile Phone Use or Credit Card Fraud Detection:    [12] 
To detect unusual activity on an account record that indicates an illegal user. 
 
Financial Indicator Turning Points:    [13] 
To detect turning points so that Buy/Sell profits can be maximised. 
 
Sequential Patterns in Medical Data:   [14] 
To discover common sequences between medical data sets, and to determine when such 
sequences occur for the identification of medical conditions.  
 
Across all these applications two types of procedures may be applied: static analysis of 
data sets, or monitoring of dynamic series. Static analysis is what many data mining or 
knowledge discovery techniques perform, while monitoring of unfolding dynamic series 
is often referred to as tracking. Hybrid algorithms may also be applied which then contain 
both static analysis and dynamic monitoring mechanisms. The use of training data sets for 
model specification followed by the application of adaptive learning mechanisms is also a 
frequently encountered hybrid process. However, in this report the focus is only on the 
monitoring of dynamic series. 
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2.2 Tracking to Detect Estimator Bias 

A large variety of algorithms have been proposed for tracking temporal data for 
forecasting purposes [8], or detecting when abrupt changes have occurred [15]. But many 
tracking algorithms assume that a large amount of data is available to establish 
behavioural patterns as do some data mining techniques. These approaches are 
fundamentally different to the monitoring procedure proposed in this report, the key 
difference being that the proposed method is designed for sparse data sets, which may 
also be of qualitative or subjective measures. In general, the basic rationale for tracking a 
time series is that each new input is used to update an estimator for the series. The 
estimator is most commonly a predictive value covering some time into the future (one 
step or more). However, the estimator may also be a current average, or some other 
measure relating to the current state. This is the type of estimator that is used in the 
proposed procedure. Running error values are then determined from the deviation 
between the estimator and what actually occurs. A tracking signal is then computed from 
these errors.  
 
An early tracking signal proposed by Brown [6,7] was based on the running sum of errors 
as used in CUSUM statistical methods for process control. That method also assumed that 
a mean absolute deviation (MAD) could be used to approximate the standard deviation of 
errors ( σe ) as 1.2 MAD, to establish the control limits. But several authors noted that the 
distribution of errors is often not Normal so this approximation is often inaccurate. Also, 
in 1964 Trigg [16] noted that a tracking signal based on the sum of estimate errors was too 
sensitive and not effective in identifying sharp changes. To address this problem Trigg 
proposed comparing the average error, instead of the sum of errors, to the control limits 
which were still based on the standard deviation of errors ( σe ) as approximated by 1.2 
MAD. 
 
The method in this paper establishes the tracking signal control limits by assuming the 
distribution of average errors will be Normal, rather than the distribution of the errors 
themselves. This assumption is based on the Central Limit Theorem as stated in [17]: 

 …the sample mean X , of a large random sample from a population with mean 
Xμ , and standard deviation Xσ , possesses a sampling distribution that is 

approximately Normal regardless of the distribution of the population from 
which the sample is obtained. The larger the sample size, the better will be the 
Normal approximation to the sampling distribution of X . 

 
And as with many statistical tracking methods, the null hypothesis is that the average error 
is zero when the system is stationary, with no unusual patterns. Then, for a Normal 
distribution, 95% of the average errors (which are called here Bias) should be within ± 2 

eσ , where eσ  is the standard deviation of the average errors. When the average error is 

outside these limits we can say with 95% confidence that is not a random fluctuation, and 
is due to some significant change in the series. This is the rationale for selecting a control 
limit of 2, although the limit is not rigid for such a rough series, and any value beyond 1.5 
indicates with increasing confidence that the average error is not due to a random 
fluctuation. Strictly speaking, when applying statistical methods to small samples of less 
than 28 data points, the Student-t distribution should be applied rather than the Normal 
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distribution. However, because the following procedure is fundamentally qualitative, the 
small deviation in the degree of confidence at 2 sigma limits from that of the Student-t 
distribution is not significant for deciding if some significant change has occurred.  
 

3. Proposed Hybrid Tracking Method  

The steps in the proposed procedure for detecting pattern changes in rough time series 
will now be described. This procedure is a hybrid combination of fuzzy set theory and 
statistical estimation theory. 
 
3.1 Input Data Pre-processing 

Periodic tracking at regular intervals may require data in each intervening period to be 
pre-processsed into a new input measure due to discontinuities in the series. Two possible 
methods are presented below: the first method applies when only a single event (or no 
event) can occur in the base time interval, and the other more general case applies where 
multiple measures (or none at all) can occur in the base time interval.  
 
3.1.1 Pre-processing of single data elements in a period 

A discontinuous series may exist when there is a series of periods with no data. One pre-
processing approach is first to sum the last ‘k’ periods values (say three) to decrease the 
discontinuity of the series. Another approach is simply to update estimates only when 
input data actually occurs. This approach would in general be better when there is missing 
data, rather than data with null values, because summing a number of periods effectively 
assumes any missing data has null values. For demonstration purposes, the following 
examples will aggregate data over the last three time periods as running sums of three. 
The main purpose for this type of pre-processing is to attenuate the effect on the tracking 
signal of null values in a period.  
 
After any pre-processing that is required, the next step is to transform these aggregates 
(sums of three) into a fuzzy granule for estimation and tracking purposes. The key to the 
effectiveness of the proposed method is the use of fuzzy granulation which enables some 
of the rough data characteristics to be captured. This then enables robust signal behaviour 
to be achieved, without the over-sensitivity that frequently results when highly responsive 
tracking parameters are applied (as with a large smoothing constant in exponential 
smoothing for example). 
 
3.1.2 Pre-processing multiple data elements in a period 

When multiple data elements can occur in a single base period, some technique must first 
be applied to reduce these to a single summary measure to be used in the proposed 
procedure. Although additive averaging is a common approach to summarise this type of 
input data, such compensatory aggregation may be misleading, or else tend to hide some 
valuable information on data polarisation. If this kind of information is significant in the 
data set, a non-additive aggregation technique may be preferable for integrating the data 
elements. 
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3.2 Forming the Input Fuzzy Granule 

Following any pre-processing, the input fuzzy granule for the most recent updating period 
is created. To do this, initially rank order the last three updating period measures, those 
measures perhaps already pre-processed. Consider the three ordered measures {a,b,c} as a 
triangular possibility distribution (TPD) as the input for the current updating period. The 
modal value ‘b’ then represents the most possible or most feasible value, and the first and 
last values of the triplet represent the boundary measures for the input data granule. 
Notably, the modal value is not necessarily midway between the two boundary values. 
 
3.3 Updating the Fuzzy Average Granule 

Next, the input data granule (TPD) is first-order exponentially smoothed to estimate the 
non-stationary fuzzy average of the data. This smoothing technique decreases the weights 
of historical data exponentially so is biased towards more recent updated fuzzy estimates. 
The sensitivity of the exponential smoothing technique is determined by the smoothing 
constant (α), and an equivalent moving average period (N) can be determined [18] by the 
relationship, α = 2/(1+N). For α = 0.4 in the following examples, a similar moving average 
period is then 4 time periods. A description of the fuzzification of the standard exponential 
smoothing technique has been provided by Kaufmann and Gupta in Chapter 15 of [19].  
 
3.4 A Fuzzy Enhanced Tracking Signal (FETS) 

A fuzzified tracking signal is next calculated from the deviation of the average granule 
estimate from the current input data granule. The modal value (i.e. the most possible 
value) of the fuzzy tracking signal TPD is then used to determine if a significant pattern 
change in the series has occurred.  
 
Exponential smoothing, or averaging, is frequently applied in techniques to predict future 
values. Tracking signals are also used to detect the persistence of deviations that indicate 
when an inappropriate model, or parameter, may require some adaptive correction to 
yield better forecasts. Because the purpose of applying exponential smoothing in this 
paper is to promptly detect when a significant change has occurred in a non-stationary 
series, as opposed to making forecasts, it is more important in our case to modify the 
tracking signal in order to minimise the delay in detecting change, while at the same time 
minimising false alarms. This is the rationale for selecting the smoothing constant values 
in the following method. 
 
Among the different approaches that have been proposed for determining control statistics 
to track data, many apply conventional statistical control chart procedures [2][3][20], while 
others use log transforms [4] to address the fact that the Normal distribution assumption 
for the error distribution is often invalid. As previously described, one tracking signal [6] 
that has been widely used is the ratio of the running sum of errors over 1.2 times the Mean 
Absolute Deviation (MAD), as the average of unsigned error magnitudes. Model bias is 
then indicated when this ratio is ‘large’ compared to some control limits. However, 
without assuming a statistical error distribution it is difficult to say what the control limit 
values should be, and frequently they are set quite arbitrarily. For example, it has been 
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suggested [5] that such a limit for industrial inventory control applications should be set 
between –3 and +8.  
 
Toelle [21,22] has proposed the Enhanced Tracking Signal (ETS) which is based on control 
limits calculated from the standard deviation of average errors. In fact, the ETS of Toelle is 
an extension of one proposed by Trigg [16] about 50 years ago, by using control limits 
based on the standard deviation of average errors rather than the MAD. After comparative 
tests with other methods on 191 standard industrial data sets, Toelle concluded [21] that 
the ETS was usually very effective for detecting change in many types of time series. 
Toelle’s proposed ETS has been modified and extended here in the following ways to 
make it more robust and responsive for tracking rough time series. 

• Use of fuzzy estimates  
The input data and all estimates are fuzzified as triangular possibility distributions 
{a,b,c} to reduce the effect of large transients or spikes. Only the modal value ‘b’ of the 
updated FETS is checked against the control limits. This contributes to its robustness 
by eliminating alerts generated by the ‘a’ and ‘c’ least possible values of the FETS 

• Different averaging technique 
As well as for updating the series average, the average error (or Bias) is also estimated 
by exponential smoothing. This replaces the long-term arithmetic average as used in 
Toelle's method. 

• Two different averaging periods for updating estimates 
The average error itself is estimated over a short time period (α = 0.4) to discount older 
data. On the other hand, the standard deviation of the average error is estimated over 
the whole series length to capture all existing variability. 

 
The TPD of the standard deviation of average errors ( eσ ) is estimated as follows, where 

ix  are the input data granules, Average is the series fuzzy exponential average TPD, and 
‘n’ is the time period count from start of series. 
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With the above extensions to the ETS of Toelle, the updating steps in the proposed 
procedure using the input TPD granules are as follows. In these equations the following 
fuzzy operators are used as described by Kaufmann and Gupta [19]: 
Fuzzy addition  =     ⊕   
Fuzzy subtraction =     ∅  
Fuzzy multiplication  =     ⊗   
Fuzzy division =     (:) 
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 1.   New Average TPD = α Input TPD ⊕  (1  -   α) Old Average TPD 
(This is the fuzzified standard exponential formula where α is the crisp 
smoothing constant.) 

 
2.   Calculate  Error TPD at each update time: 

  Error TPD   = Old Average TPD  ∅  Input TPD 
 

3.   Update  Smoothed Average Error (New Bias) Estimate: 
  New Bias TPD = α Error TPD ⊕  (1  -  α) Old Bias TPD 

 
4.    Compute the TPD of (Error TPD) 2     

 
5.   Update Running Sum of Error2 :   S   =   Σ ( Error  TPD)2  

 
6.   Compute  Standard Deviation of the Average Error (Bias) : 

)1(

~
~

−
=

nn
S

eσ   

7.   Enhanced Tracking Signal TPD: 

FETS {a,b,c}  =  New Bias TPD

eσ
 ( by fuzzy division  (:) ) 

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the above procedure for calculating the FETS and determining 
when a significant change has occurred. The general mathematical application of fuzzy 
operators on triangular fuzzy numbers can be found in Appendix A as found in Dubois 
and Prade [23]. An Excel program has also been developed to implement the method. 
 

3.5 Interpreting the Tracking Signal 

It is assumed that the distribution of the average errors is Normal, whereas the error 
distribution itself need not be, as per the Central Limit Theorem. Then, when the 
magnitude of the FETS is beyond 2 a statistically significant bias can be said to exist at 
about the 95% confidence level. Moreover, values >1.5 indicate a bias with a high degree of 
confidence. The exact (or inexact) nature of the problem and data would actually 
determine what are suitable period lengths upon which to base the respective error 
estimates, especially if any periodicity is present. In the following examples, a smoothing 
constant of 0.4 imputes the short term to be 4 periods, while the running history at any 
point in time determines the longer period for standard deviation estimates. In other cases 
different values could be appropriate for the short and long periods. A pattern change is 
then indicated by a sequence of control limit transgressions by the FETS mode, and two in 
a row generates an alert in the following examples. This fuzzy statistical tracking signal is 
considered to be robust for the following reasons. 
 
In general a high tracking signal value may be caused by: 
• a significant deviation in data pattern from the average estimate, 
• an over-sensitive smoothing constant that yields over-responsive smoothed estimates, 

or 
• large transients of random noise as data spikes. 
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For alerts from Toelle’s crisp ETS there would still be doubt as to whether any 
transgressions were caused by an over-sensitive smoothing constant for data averaging, or 
whether they were caused by a single large transient. (We assume here that the 
initialisation tracking-in period had passed and that is not the cause.) On the other hand, 
the fuzzified ETS minimises such doubts because the use of TPD computations for the 
input granule, average, average error, and tracking signal itself, all serve to filter one-off 
transient input spikes by using only the most possible modal value of the FETS as the 
trigger for change detection. For these reasons, one has more confidence in attributing 
high FETS modal values to pattern changes in the data. 
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New Average
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Figure 1: Main Computation Steps at Update Period 
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Figure 2: Fuzzy Enhanced Tracking Signal Computation Steps 
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4. Demonstration of Rough Time Series Tracking  

The response behaviour of the FETS will now be demonstrated for three rough data series, 
with the computations for the first two applications shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
 
 

4.1 Automated News Report Analysis 

One application that can generate a rough series is the field of automated news report 
analysis as may be used for detecting or pre-empting crisis situations. The data in this 
example (Figure 3) is taken from the work by the Bonds [24] where they applied advanced 
parsing techniques to Reuters' news feeds. The subsequent derived measures shown in 
this data are based on Goldstein's Interstate Conflict evaluation methodology [25]. In this 
example, they represent the level of stress in the international relations of North Korea 
between beginning of 1990 and midway through 2000. A trend line shown in black 
indicates that the conflict level seems to be slowly decreasing. 
 
Figure 4 illustrates the pre-processed data inputs and the mode of the exponential average 
granule, while Figure 5 shows the modal value of the FETS tracking signal. 
 
The movement of the modal FETS demonstrates North Korea's well-known strategy of 
alternating threatening behaviour with cooperation gestures, most likely to maximise their 
power at the negotiating table in a brinkmanship manner. Negative modal values indicate 
increasing conflict levels while positive values indicate conciliatory periods. We will now 
correlate periods of high FETS modal values in Figure 5 with actual events that occurred. 
 
From the input data (Figure 4) peaks in the pre-processed conflict measures exist around T 
= 18, 29, and 36. 
 
The first FETS alert from T=17,18 (from 1st quarter '94) corresponds to a nuclear crisis that 
engulfed the peninsular around that time. The second FETS threat alerts around T=28-30 
(from end '96) corresponds to a period of heightened tension caused by a North Korean 
infiltrator being killed and a North Korean submarine captured in South Korean waters. A 
subsequent smaller spike in the input pre-processed conflict measures at T=36,37 
corresponds to North Korea's missile testing and the launch of a missile across Japan. 
However, this input spike did not generate a FETS alert because the input conflict 
measures were not sufficiently large and the high values only persisted for two periods. If 
greater sensitivity was desired to detect these smaller spikes, the value of the smoothing 
constant for updating the Bias could be increased (to 0.5 say from 0.4). In contrast to the 
negative value FETS alerts, FETS alerts of the opposite sign (+) correspond to significant 
conciliatory periods, at T=24 and 35-36, following the initial threat alerts (-) at T=18 and 29.  
 
This example provides a degree of credibility to the pattern changes detected by the FETS, 
as well as demonstrating its robust nature. Notably, the FETS can provide more 
information than any overall trend line which can be misleading. Table 1 shows all TPD 
triplet computations for the input data set. 
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Figure 3:  North Korea Interstate Conflict Measures 
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Figure 4:  Pre-processed Input Data and Mode of Fuzzy Exponential Average 

 
Figure 5: Fuzzy ETS Modal Value (‘b’) 
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Table 1: North Korea Threat Indicator 
Period Events Events

Sum a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c
1 50 0
2 30 0
3 80 160
4 38 148
5 40 158 148.00 158.00 160.00 148.00 158.00 160.00 -1.00 0.00 1.00
6 38 116 116.00 148.00 158.00 135.20 154.00 159.20 -10.00 10.00 44.00 -4.60 4.00 18.20 100.00 100.00 1936.00 100.00 100.00 1936.00
7 37 115 115.00 116.00 158.00 127.12 138.80 158.72 -22.80 38.00 44.20 -11.88 17.60 28.60 519.84 1444.00 1953.64 619.84 1544.00 3889.64 309.92 772.00 1944.82 17.60 27.78 44.10 -0.27 0.63 1.62
8 48 123 115.00 116.00 123.00 122.27 129.68 144.43 4.12 22.80 43.72 -5.48 19.68 34.65 16.97 519.84 1911.44 636.81 2063.84 5801.08 106.14 343.97 966.85 10.30 18.55 31.09 -0.18 1.06 3.36
9 35 120 115.00 120.00 123.00 119.36 125.81 135.86 -0.73 9.68 29.43 -3.58 15.68 32.56 0.53 93.70 866.24 637.34 2157.54 6667.32 53.11 179.80 555.61 7.29 13.41 23.57 -0.15 1.17 4.47
10 40 123 120.00 123.00 123.00 119.62 124.68 130.72 -3.64 2.81 15.86 -3.60 10.53 25.88 7.88 13.23 251.51 645.23 2170.77 6918.84 32.26 108.54 345.94 5.68 10.42 18.60 -0.19 1.01 4.56
11 43 118 118.00 120.00 123.00 118.97 122.81 127.63 -3.38 4.68 12.72 -3.51 8.19 20.61 11.44 21.95 161.68 656.67 2192.72 7080.52 21.89 73.09 236.02 4.68 8.55 15.36 -0.23 0.96 4.41
12 10 93 93.00 118.00 123.00 108.58 120.89 125.78 -4.03 4.81 34.63 -3.72 6.84 26.22 16.23 23.14 1199.19 672.90 2215.86 8279.71 16.02 52.76 197.14 4.00 7.26 14.04 -0.26 0.94 6.55
13 28 81 81.00 93.00 118.00 97.55 109.73 122.67 -9.42 27.89 44.78 -6.00 15.26 33.64 88.69 777.66 2005.03 761.59 2993.52 10284.74 13.60 53.46 183.66 3.69 7.31 13.55 -0.44 2.09 9.12
14 50 88 81.00 88.00 93.00 90.93 101.04 110.80 4.55 21.73 41.67 -1.78 17.85 36.85 20.70 472.28 1736.10 782.29 3465.80 12020.84 10.87 48.14 166.96 3.30 6.94 12.92 -0.14 2.57 11.18
15 50 128 81.00 88.00 128.00 86.96 95.82 117.68 -37.07 13.04 29.80 -15.90 15.92 34.03 170.02 888.04 1374.21 952.31 4353.83 13395.05 10.58 48.38 148.83 3.25 6.96 12.20 -1.30 2.29 10.46
16 118 218 88.00 128.00 218.00 87.37 108.69 157.81 -131.04 -32.18 29.68 -61.95 -3.32 32.29 880.90 1035.33 17172.06 1833.21 5389.16 30567.11 16.67 48.99 277.88 4.08 7.00 16.67 -3.72 -0.47 7.91
17 115 283 128.00 218.00 283.00 103.62 152.42 207.88 -195.63 -109.31 29.81 -115.42 -45.71 31.30 888.52 11947.78 38269.26 2721.73 17336.94 68836.37 20.62 131.34 521.49 4.54 11.46 22.84 -5.05 -3.99 6.89
18 122 355 218.00 283.00 355.00 149.37 204.65 266.73 -251.38 -130.58 -10.12 -169.80 -79.66 14.73 102.32 17052.06 63189.49 2824.04 34389.00 132025.86 18.10 220.44 846.32 4.25 14.85 29.09 -5.84 -5.37 3.46
19 60 297 283.00 297.00 355.00 202.82 241.59 302.04 -205.63 -92.35 -16.27 -184.13 -84.74 2.33 264.68 8528.55 42281.69 3088.73 42917.55 174307.54 16.97 235.81 957.73 4.12 15.36 30.95 -5.95 -5.52 0.57
20 38 220 220.00 297.00 355.00 209.69 263.75 323.22 -152.18 -55.41 82.04 -171.35 -73.01 34.21 3070.28 6730.32 23157.25 6159.00 49647.87 197464.79 29.33 236.42 940.31 5.42 15.38 30.66 -5.59 -4.75 6.32
21 52 150 150.00 220.00 297.00 185.82 246.25 312.73 -87.31 43.75 173.22 -137.73 -26.30 89.82 1914.41 7622.17 30006.25 8073.41 57270.04 227471.04 33.64 238.63 947.80 5.80 15.45 30.79 -4.47 -1.70 15.49
22 30 120 120.00 150.00 220.00 159.49 207.75 275.64 -34.18 96.25 192.73 -96.31 22.72 130.98 1168.48 9264.52 37146.34 9241.89 66534.56 264617.39 33.98 244.61 972.86 5.83 15.64 31.19 -3.09 1.45 22.47
23 29 111 111.00 120.00 150.00 140.09 172.65 225.38 9.49 87.75 164.64 -53.99 48.73 144.45 90.06 7700.31 27106.44 9331.96 74234.87 291723.82 30.50 242.60 953.35 5.52 15.58 30.88 -1.75 3.13 26.16
24 77 136 111.00 120.00 136.00 128.46 151.59 189.63 4.09 52.65 114.38 -30.76 50.30 132.42 16.76 2772.11 13083.74 9348.72 77006.98 304807.56 27.34 225.17 891.25 5.23 15.01 29.85 -1.03 3.35 25.33
25 50 156 111.00 136.00 156.00 121.47 145.35 176.18 -27.54 15.59 78.63 -29.47 36.42 110.91 243.06 758.65 6182.76 9591.78 77765.63 310990.32 25.24 204.65 818.40 5.02 14.31 28.61 -1.03 2.55 22.07
26 47 174 136.00 156.00 174.00 127.28 149.61 175.31 -52.53 -10.65 40.18 -38.69 17.59 82.61 113.33 1614.30 2758.99 9705.11 79379.92 313749.32 23.11 189.00 747.02 4.81 13.75 27.33 -1.42 1.28 17.19
27 110 207 156.00 174.00 207.00 138.77 159.37 187.98 -79.72 -24.39 19.31 -55.10 0.80 57.29 372.76 594.75 6354.59 10077.87 79974.67 320103.90 21.81 173.11 692.87 4.67 13.16 26.32 -2.09 0.06 12.27
28 50 207 174.00 207.00 207.00 152.86 178.42 195.59 -68.23 -47.63 13.98 -60.35 -18.57 39.97 195.56 2268.85 4655.25 10273.43 82243.52 324759.16 20.30 162.54 641.82 4.51 12.75 25.33 -2.38 -1.46 8.87
29 62 222 207.00 207.00 222.00 174.52 189.85 206.15 -69.14 -28.58 -11.41 -63.87 -22.58 19.42 130.18 816.79 4780.01 10403.61 83060.31 329539.17 18.85 150.47 596.99 4.34 12.27 24.43 -2.61 -1.84 4.47
30 52 164 164.00 207.00 222.00 170.31 196.71 212.49 -47.48 -17.15 42.15 -57.31 -20.40 28.51 294.04 1776.99 2254.60 10697.65 84837.29 331793.76 17.83 141.40 552.99 4.22 11.89 23.52 -2.44 -1.72 6.75
31 82 196 164.00 196.00 222.00 167.79 196.43 216.30 -51.69 0.71 48.49 -55.06 -11.96 36.50 0.51 2351.53 2671.81 10698.15 87188.82 334465.57 16.46 134.14 514.56 4.06 11.58 22.68 -2.43 -1.03 9.00
32 20 154 154.00 164.00 196.00 162.27 183.46 208.18 -28.21 32.43 62.30 -44.32 5.80 46.82 796.01 1051.50 3880.74 11494.17 88240.32 338346.31 16.37 125.70 481.97 4.05 11.21 21.95 -2.02 0.52 11.57
33 10 112 112.00 154.00 196.00 142.16 171.67 203.31 -33.73 29.46 96.18 -40.09 15.26 66.56 867.66 1137.59 9250.08 12361.83 89377.92 347596.39 16.35 118.22 459.78 4.04 10.87 21.44 -1.87 1.40 16.46
34 18 48 48.00 112.00 154.00 104.50 147.80 183.58 -11.84 59.67 155.31 -28.79 33.03 102.06 140.11 3560.95 24120.08 12501.94 92938.86 371716.47 15.40 114.46 457.78 3.92 10.70 21.40 -1.35 3.09 26.01
35 55 83 48.00 83.00 112.00 81.90 121.88 154.95 -7.50 64.80 135.58 -20.27 45.74 115.47 56.28 4199.58 18382.98 12558.23 97138.45 390099.44 14.43 111.65 448.39 3.80 10.57 21.18 -0.96 4.33 30.39
36 72 145 48.00 83.00 145.00 68.34 106.33 150.97 -63.10 38.88 106.95 -37.40 43.00 112.06 1511.85 3981.77 11438.37 14070.08 101120.22 401537.81 15.13 108.73 431.76 3.89 10.43 20.78 -1.80 4.12 28.81
37 20 147 83.00 145.00 147.00 74.20 121.80 149.38 -78.66 -38.67 67.97 -53.91 10.33 94.43 1495.41 4619.95 6187.52 15565.48 105740.17 407725.33 15.69 106.59 411.01 3.96 10.32 20.27 -2.66 1.00 23.84
38 22 114 114.00 145.00 147.00 90.12 131.08 148.43 -72.80 -23.20 35.38 -61.46 -3.08 70.81 538.35 1251.89 5299.33 16103.83 106992.06 413024.66 15.25 101.32 391.12 3.91 10.07 19.78 -3.11 -0.31 18.13
39 40 82 82.00 114.00 147.00 86.87 124.25 147.86 -56.88 17.08 66.43 -59.63 4.98 69.06 291.68 3235.09 4412.85 16395.51 110227.15 417437.50 14.61 98.24 372.05 3.82 9.91 19.29 -3.09 0.50 18.07
40 21 83 82.00 83.00 114.00 84.92 107.75 134.31 -27.13 41.25 65.86 -46.63 19.49 67.78 735.86 1701.33 4337.22 17131.37 111928.48 421774.72 14.40 94.06 354.43 3.79 9.70 18.83 -2.48 2.01 17.86
41 25 86 82.00 83.00 86.00 83.75 97.85 114.99 -1.08 24.75 52.31 -28.41 21.59 61.59 1.16 612.48 2736.81 17132.53 112540.96 424511.53 13.60 89.32 336.91 3.69 9.45 18.36 -1.55 2.28 16.70
42 5 51 51.00 83.00 86.00 70.65 91.91 103.39 -2.25 14.85 63.99 -17.94 18.89 62.55 5.04 220.49 4094.56 17137.57 112761.45 428606.09 12.87 84.66 321.78 3.59 9.20 17.94 -1.00 2.05 17.44
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4.2 Tracking Insurgent Activity in Iraq 

In 2007 Bowne [26] proposed a metric to help determine whether insurgent activity was 
increasing in Iraq. The metric focused on insurgent activity against coalition forces in pre-
defined populated zones. Rather than measuring the actual number of casualties it simply 
records the number of zones in which one or more coalition death has occurred. Thus it is 
an indicator of the spread of insurgent activity. The claim was that such a measure is 
effective in identifying levels of insurgent behaviour because it is based on the regional 
expansion or contraction of insurgent activity. 
 
The number of US monthly deaths in the Iraqi Freedom Campaign (as can be viewed at 
http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~stephan/USfatalities.html) since the start of the campaign in 
March 2003 up to March 2008 are: Year 1 (582), Year 2 (958), Year 3 (904), Year 4 (953) and 
Year 5 (455). Fitting a trend line (as at the above site) indicates a monthly death rate from 
60 to 65 over the first five years. This low rate of change tends to indicate that Bowne’s 
death zone count may be more useful for detecting change in insurgent behaviour. This 
seems possible because the actual number of deaths is dependent on many factors such as 
IED technology, delivery mechanisms, target size, plus many random circumstances. 
 
Bowne also fits a trend line to his data (a red line in Figure 6) but it also demonstrates 
quite a shallow trend from about 11 to 16 zones per month over the shorter 3 year period 
of his data. Thus, Bowne concludes that there is a gradual increase in activity over the 
three years. Although some peaks can be identified in this graph it is not so clear at what 
points in time a significant shift (+ or -) has occurred. It would be very useful for military 
commanders to know if such a significant shift has occurred so they could relate that to 
any special efforts or strategies they might have implemented. To associate such a shift 
with any non-coalition causes would also be useful. 
 
The mode of the smoothed three month sums average is shown in Figure 7, and Figure 8 
shows the mode of the fuzzy ETS which tracks the sums as the data unfolds. Increasing 
negative FETS modal values indicate widening insurgent activities. The first point at 
which the magnitude of the mode is around 2 is at T=15,16 which corresponds to the peak 
in the data at T=13 and 14. The change indicated at this point is a significant increase in 
insurgent activity. The next significant change is at T=27,28 which indicates another 
significant step-up in activity. The final significant change is at T=36,37 which indicates a 
significant drop in activity. Table 2 details all TPD triplet values computed in developing 
the fuzzy tracking signal for this dataset.  
 
In this way, the FETS has identified points where there have been probable changes in 
insurgent behaviour, which may not be so easily detected by visual examination of the 
data alone. These points would then need to be correlated with any implemented changes 
in military strategy or tactics. Automated implementation of the FETS could also alleviate 
the responsibility associated with human subjective interpretation of the data, or at least, 
be able to support any visual analysis. Automated implementation of the FETS could also 
provide a degree of interpretative consistency which might not be present across a range 
of different human observers with varying degrees of optimism and pessimism, or 
cognitive skills. 

http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~stephan/USfatalities.html
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Figure 6: Number of Sites where a Coalition Death Occurred in a Month 

 
Figure 7: Mode of Smoothed Three Month Sums Average 
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Figure 8: Mode of the Fuzzy ETS 
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Table 2: Iraq Insurgency Data Calculations  
Period Events Events

Sum a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c a b c
1 4 0
2 8 0
3 9 21
4 15 32
5 7 31 21.00 31.00 32.00 21.00 31.00 32.00 -1.00 0.00 1.00
6 14 36 31.00 32.00 36.00 25.00 31.40 33.60 -15.00 -1.00 1.00 -6.60 -0.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 225.00 1.00 1.00 225.00
7 16 37 31.00 36.00 37.00 27.40 33.24 34.96 -12.00 -4.60 2.60 -8.76 -2.08 1.64 6.76 21.16 144.00 7.76 22.16 369.00 3.88 11.08 184.50 1.97 3.33 13.58 -0.64 -0.62 0.83
8 11 41 36.00 37.00 41.00 30.84 34.74 37.38 -13.60 -3.76 -1.04 -10.70 -2.75 0.57 1.08 14.14 184.96 8.84 36.30 553.96 1.47 6.05 92.33 1.21 2.46 9.61 -1.12 -1.11 0.47
9 9 36 36.00 37.00 41.00 32.90 35.65 38.83 -10.16 -2.26 1.38 -10.48 -2.55 0.89 1.89 5.09 103.23 10.73 41.39 657.19 0.89 3.45 54.77 0.95 1.86 7.40 -1.42 -1.38 0.94
10 7 27 27.00 36.00 41.00 30.54 35.79 39.70 -8.10 -0.35 11.83 -9.53 -1.67 5.26 0.13 65.55 139.84 10.86 106.93 797.03 0.54 5.35 39.85 0.74 2.31 6.31 -1.51 -0.72 7.14
11 12 28 27.00 28.00 36.00 29.13 32.67 38.22 -5.46 7.79 12.70 -7.90 2.11 8.24 29.79 60.65 161.17 40.65 167.58 958.20 1.35 5.59 31.94 1.16 2.36 5.65 -1.40 0.89 7.08
12 21 40 27.00 28.00 40.00 28.28 30.80 38.93 -10.87 4.67 11.22 -9.09 3.14 9.43 21.83 118.26 125.83 62.48 285.84 1084.03 1.49 6.81 25.81 1.22 2.61 5.08 -1.79 1.20 7.73
13 20 53 28.00 40.00 53.00 28.17 34.48 44.56 -24.72 -9.20 10.93 -15.34 -1.80 10.03 84.57 119.47 611.31 147.05 405.31 1695.34 2.63 7.24 30.27 1.62 2.69 5.50 -2.79 -0.67 6.19
14 10 51 40.00 51.00 53.00 32.90 41.09 47.93 -24.83 -16.52 4.56 -19.14 -7.69 7.84 20.78 272.84 616.77 167.83 678.15 2312.11 2.33 9.42 32.11 1.53 3.07 5.67 -3.38 -2.50 5.14
15 12 42 42.00 51.00 53.00 36.54 45.05 49.96 -20.10 -9.91 5.93 -19.52 -8.58 7.08 35.22 98.22 404.05 203.05 776.37 2716.16 2.26 8.63 30.18 1.50 2.94 5.49 -3.55 -2.92 4.71
16 14 36 36.00 42.00 51.00 36.32 43.83 50.38 -14.46 3.05 13.96 -17.50 -3.92 9.83 9.32 194.91 209.11 212.38 971.28 2925.26 1.93 8.83 26.59 1.39 2.97 5.16 -3.39 -1.32 7.08
17 13 39 36.00 39.00 42.00 36.19 41.90 47.03 -5.68 4.83 14.38 -12.77 -0.42 11.65 23.35 32.22 206.69 235.73 1003.50 3131.95 1.79 7.60 23.73 1.34 2.76 4.87 -2.62 -0.15 8.72
18 13 40 36.00 39.00 40.00 36.12 40.74 44.22 -3.81 2.90 11.03 -9.18 0.91 11.40 8.41 14.48 121.57 244.13 1017.98 3253.52 1.56 6.53 20.86 1.25 2.55 4.57 -2.01 0.35 9.11
19 12 38 38.00 39.00 40.00 36.87 40.04 42.53 -3.88 1.74 6.22 -7.06 1.24 9.33 3.03 15.08 38.63 247.16 1033.07 3292.15 1.36 5.68 18.09 1.17 2.38 4.25 -1.66 0.52 8.00
20 10 35 35.00 38.00 40.00 36.12 39.23 41.52 -3.13 2.04 7.53 -5.49 1.56 8.61 4.18 9.80 56.69 251.34 1042.86 3348.85 1.20 4.97 15.95 1.09 2.23 3.99 -1.37 0.70 7.87
21 12 34 34.00 35.00 38.00 35.27 37.54 40.11 -1.88 4.23 7.52 -4.05 2.63 8.17 3.53 17.86 56.51 254.86 1060.72 3405.36 1.06 4.42 14.19 1.03 2.10 3.77 -1.07 1.25 7.93
22 16 38 34.00 35.00 38.00 34.76 36.52 39.27 -2.73 2.54 6.11 -3.52 2.59 7.35 6.43 7.44 37.34 261.29 1068.16 3442.70 0.96 3.93 12.66 0.98 1.98 3.56 -0.99 1.31 7.50
23 10 38 34.00 38.00 38.00 34.46 37.11 38.76 -3.24 -1.48 5.27 -3.41 0.96 6.51 2.19 10.47 27.73 263.48 1078.63 3470.43 0.86 3.52 11.34 0.93 1.88 3.37 -1.01 0.51 7.02
24 15 41 38.00 38.00 41.00 35.88 37.47 39.66 -6.54 -0.89 0.76 -4.66 0.22 4.21 0.58 0.79 42.79 264.06 1079.42 3513.23 0.77 3.16 10.27 0.88 1.78 3.21 -1.45 0.13 4.79
25 23 48 38.00 41.00 48.00 36.73 38.88 42.99 -12.12 -3.53 1.66 -7.65 -1.28 3.19 2.74 12.48 147.02 266.80 1091.90 3660.24 0.70 2.87 9.63 0.84 1.70 3.10 -2.46 -0.75 3.81
26 16 54 41.00 48.00 54.00 38.44 42.53 47.40 -17.27 -9.12 1.99 -11.50 -4.42 2.71 3.97 83.16 298.43 270.77 1175.06 3958.67 0.64 2.80 9.43 0.80 1.67 3.07 -3.75 -2.64 3.38
27 14 53 48.00 53.00 54.00 42.26 46.72 50.04 -15.56 -10.47 -0.60 -13.12 -6.84 1.39 0.36 109.65 242.27 271.14 1284.71 4200.94 0.59 2.78 9.09 0.77 1.67 3.02 -4.35 -4.10 1.81
28 19 49 49.00 53.00 54.00 44.96 49.23 51.62 -11.74 -6.28 1.04 -12.57 -6.62 1.25 1.08 39.48 137.80 272.21 1324.19 4338.74 0.54 2.62 8.57 0.73 1.62 2.93 -4.29 -4.09 1.70
29 9 42 42.00 49.00 53.00 43.77 49.14 52.17 -8.04 0.23 9.62 -10.76 -3.88 4.60 0.05 64.70 92.59 272.27 1388.89 4431.34 0.49 2.52 8.03 0.70 1.59 2.83 -3.80 -2.44 6.55
30 20 48 42.00 48.00 49.00 43.06 48.68 50.90 -5.23 1.14 10.17 -8.55 -1.87 6.83 1.30 27.31 103.50 273.56 1416.20 4534.84 0.46 2.36 7.56 0.68 1.54 2.75 -3.11 -1.22 10.11
31 20 49 42.00 48.00 49.00 42.64 48.41 50.14 -5.94 0.68 8.90 -7.50 -0.85 7.66 0.47 35.23 79.28 274.03 1451.43 4614.12 0.42 2.23 7.10 0.65 1.49 2.66 -2.82 -0.57 11.79
32 11 51 48.00 49.00 51.00 44.78 48.65 50.49 -8.36 -0.59 2.14 -7.85 -0.75 5.45 0.35 4.59 69.91 274.38 1456.02 4684.03 0.39 2.07 6.67 0.63 1.44 2.58 -3.04 -0.52 8.72
33 13 44 44.00 49.00 51.00 44.47 48.79 50.69 -6.22 -0.35 6.49 -7.19 -0.59 5.87 0.13 38.65 42.06 274.50 1494.67 4726.09 0.36 1.98 6.25 0.60 1.41 2.50 -2.88 -0.42 9.73
34 12 36 36.00 44.00 51.00 41.08 46.87 50.81 -6.53 4.79 14.69 -6.93 1.56 9.40 22.92 42.64 215.83 297.42 1537.31 4941.93 0.37 1.89 6.09 0.61 1.38 2.47 -2.81 1.13 15.52
35 9 34 34.00 36.00 44.00 38.25 42.52 48.09 -2.92 10.87 16.81 -5.32 5.29 12.36 8.52 118.21 282.74 305.94 1655.52 5224.67 0.35 1.90 6.01 0.59 1.38 2.45 -2.17 3.83 20.85
36 18 39 34.00 36.00 39.00 36.55 39.91 44.45 -0.75 6.52 14.09 -3.49 5.78 13.05 0.56 42.56 198.50 306.50 1698.08 5423.16 0.33 1.83 5.83 0.57 1.35 2.41 -1.45 4.28 22.74
37 12 39 34.00 39.00 39.00 35.53 39.55 42.27 -2.45 0.91 10.45 -3.08 3.83 12.01 0.84 6.00 109.27 307.34 1704.08 5532.43 0.31 1.72 5.58 0.56 1.31 2.36 -1.30 2.93 21.58
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4.3 Anomalies in the Murray-Darling Rainfall Data 

4.3.1 Problem Definition 

Recently, there has been a large public outcry in Australia about the current state of the 
Murray Darling Basin (MDB) river and lake system. There has also been widespread 
debate in recent times as to whether or not this is due to global climate change induced by 
man-made carbon emissions. Many experts are of the opinion that there is insufficient 
evidence to infer this as yet, and that it could be a long time into the future before we will 
be able to answer that with confidence. This author suggests that it is not necessary to 
make any assumptions about the causal effects of global climate change in order to 
establish a foundation upon which to base decisions about what corrective actions should 
be implemented for the MDB river system.  
 
Rather, the primary question upon which corrective actions should be based should be:  
Is the current drought part of a natural weather cycle which will largely be compensated for by 
heavy rain periods in the longer term, or is it an abnormally large anomaly (from whatever cause) 
which requires some prompt systemic intervention actions? 
 
This section demonstrates that this question can be answered based on the results of 
applying the FETS to the MDB rainfall data.  
 
4.3.2 The Murray Darling Basin Rainfall Data 

The MDB annual rainfall data from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (ABM) is shown 
below for the period 1900-2007, with a trend line added (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: MDB Annual Rainfall from 1900 to 2007 
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4.3.3  Some simple methods for analysing time series 

Trend analysis 
Fitting a trend line as in Figure 9 indicates that over the whole period there is an ongoing 
increase in rainfall of about 0.60 mm per year. This result has been referred to by Jennifer 
Marohasy [27] of the Environment Unit in the Institute of Public Affairs, in her article in 
the Australian newspaper of August 23, 2008, “overall the trend is one of a slight increase 
in rainfall during the past 107 years.”  
 
A similar conclusion was also drawn in that article about a slight increase in rainfall over 
the period for the whole of Eastern Australia. However, the interpretation of scientific data 
is not always straightforward as Dr Marohasy states, “Many people want to save the 
environment but few people are confident of interpreting a chart or graph of scientific 
information on say, water quality or global temperatures.” 
 
However, one danger of making inferences based on long term averages, or trend, is that 
other important characteristics of the data are masked and neglected. The FETS method 
presented in this report will identify some other characteristics in the data that are very 
relevant to answering the initial question. 
 
A Moving Average 
Figure 10 shows the anomaly graph with an 11 year moving average shown in black as 
produced by the ABM. That moving average indicates that the period 1900-1950 suffered 
more periods of rainfall shortfalls than in the last 50 years, which indicates that the present 
drought period is nothing exceptional. However, in general a moving average lags behind 
recent data and is not very useful for identifying pattern anomalies. 
 

 
Figure 10: ABM’s Anomaly Graph with an 11 Year Moving Average for the MDB 
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Figure 11 depicts the mode of the smoothed average of three year rainfall sums from 1900 
to 2007. It can be noted that there is a step of about 200mm in the sum (i.e. about 66 mm 
per year) after the late forties, and a downward trend in the six years before 2007.  
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Figure 11:  Smoothed Three Year Rainfall Sums (Mode) 

 
Visual inspection 
Across the data of recent years in Figure 9, we can see 7 successive years of low rainfall 
compared to the previous longest low run of 4 from 1943-1946. Beyond this simple 
information, visual inspection of the noisy series as it unfolds may also be used to identify 
some shifts in the rainfall pattern to a limited degree. For example, using a simple rule 
such as 3 or more years of low rainfall would cause serious depletion of the river system 
water storage levels, we could get an indication of when the MDB system is under stress. If 
this rule is applied to the unfolding data for MDB rainfall we would have raised drought 
or MDB stress alerts at the following years. 

1902  Corresponds to the end of the so-called Federation drought 
    that started in 1895. 
1945-1946   Actual drought occurred (1940-1946) 
2003-2007  Actual drought occurred. 

 
So dynamic visual inspection using such a simple rule could identify some periods of 
drought. 
 
4.3.4 Applying the FETS  

The first step is not to base estimates of rainfall behaviour on rainfall in a single year, but 
rather to use granules of multiple years as the input data elements. Thus, the pre-
processed input will be three year running sums as described previously. Figure 12 shows 
the response of the tracking signal (FETS) mode as each month of data is entered, after an 
initial tracking-in period of six years is allowed to initialise the computations. 
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Figure 12: FETS Tracking Signal Mode for MDB Rainfall Data 

 
When the FETS mode exceeds a magnitude of 2 twice in a row, a significant anomaly is 
indicated at the 95% confidence level. After two successive trips the FETS will continue 
generating alerts until the magnitude falls below 2. This behaviour will be demonstrated in 
the following summary tables. The positive side of the Y axis in Figure 12 indicates 
anomalies as a decrease in rainfall, while the negative side of the Y axis indicates 
anomalies in the direction of an increase in rainfall. 
 
Both these anomalies are for three year sums of data and so are not based on single year 
spikes in annual rainfall. The high FETS values around 6-8 indicate that very large 
anomalies have occurred in both directions over the period. Since 1950 there seems to have 
been a cyclic pattern of anomalies in both directions with FETS peaks in high and low 
rainfalls showing an upward drift. What this means is that the cyclic occurrence of high 
and low rainfall figures is changing such that the periods of excess rainfall (which can 
cause floods) are becoming less extreme, while periods of low rainfall are becoming more 
extreme. 
 
The commencement of the increase in cyclic amplitudes after 1950 also suggests that 
further research may be profitable on why that emerged over the last 60 years. The unique 
knowledge item provided by the FETS in Figure 12 is that the magnitude of the high and 
low rainfall periods is trending upwards towards the low rainfall side. In other words, 
even if the cyclic nature of high and low rainfall extremes does continue into the future, 
the periods of drought look like becoming more severe if the data pattern inherent in this 

LOW  RAINFALL 

HIGH RAINFALL 
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series continues. And although the fact that the pattern has occurred over the last 60 years 
does not necessarily mean that it will continue into the future, the rainfall in recent years 
in MDB does indicate that it is currently continuing. This conclusion about worsening 
droughts is then at odds with that drawn from the trend line in Figure 9 which indicates 
that the norm of MDB rainfall is gradually increasing (again with the proviso that such a 
trend does continue uninterrupted). 
 
4.3.5 Correlation of FETS behaviour with significant MDB rainfall events 

To further explore the knowledge provided by the FETS when it exceeds the control limit 
of 2 twice in succession, the dates of those alerts will be correlated with actual extreme 
events in the MDB to determine its accuracy. The method that will be applied is to update 
the FETS at the end of each calendar year based on moving 3 year sums of data. This 
means that the unit of time in the method is actually 3 years. An alert based on the most 
recent 3 years of data then indicates a significant change is currently in place. This change 
may then manifest an extreme event within the current time period (last 3 years including 
current year) or in the next time period (next 3 years). We will consider there to be a 
correspondence, or a hit, when an actual extreme event is in either of these two time 
periods as is shown in the tables below. 
 
FETS Warnings of heavy rainfall or flood  
 
The dates of actual floods shown apply specifically to Mildura, for which they have been 
validated. Notably, the weir system functioning since 1970s has also to a large extent 
controlled the river and minimised floods now in many locations. From Table 3 the total 
number of FETS flood alerts generated across the 108 year period is 15. 
 

Table 3: Years that FETS Triggers Alerts of Heavy Rainfall Periods 

Year 
of FETS 
Alert 

1919 1934 1950-54 
 
(5 times) 

1972-77 
 
(6 times) 

1991 2000 

 
Actual 
Floods 
(at 
Mildura) 
 
 

None 1931 1952 
1955 
1956 
 
(3 years) 

1973 
1974 
 
 
(2 years) 

1993 None 

 
The FETS alerts corresponding to an actual event in a current period (last 3 years including 
current year) are at: 1952, 53, 54, 73, 74, 75, 76 (7 times) 
 
The FETS alerts corresponding to an actual event in the next period (next 3 years from 
present) are at: 1950, 51, 52, 53, 72, 73, 91 (7 times) 
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From this data the alert years when corresponding events are in either period are: 
1950, 51, 52, 53, 54, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 91 (11 times) 
 
Thus, the proportion of flood alerts across the whole 108 year period = 15/108 = 14% 
Proportion of flood alert hits for current periods =  7/15 =  47% 
Proportion of flood alert hits for next periods =  7/15 =  47% 
Proportion of flood alert hits in either period =  11/15 =  73% 
 
Although the 2000 alert did follow three years of heavy rain, it did not seem to result in 
flood conditions anywhere. Also, the 1934 FETS warning occurred 4 years after 1931 so 
was not considered as a hit since it was beyond 3 years. 
 
FETS Warnings of low rainfall periods or drought (< 400 mm p.a.) 
 
Table 4 summarises the FETS low rainfall alerts with a total of 23 alerts. 
 

Table 4: Years that FETS Triggers Alerts of Low Rainfall Periods 

FETS 
Warning 
Year 

1916 1939- 
1940 

1946- 
1947 

1961- 
1963 

1967- 
1970 

1980-84 1996- 
1997 

2004- 
2007 

Alert 
Period 
Range 

1914-
1919 

1937- 
1943 

1944- 
1950 

1959- 
1966 

1965- 
1973 

1978- 
1987 

1994- 
2000 

2002- 
2010 

 
Actual Low 
Rainfall 
Years in 
MDB 
(< 400mm) 
 
 

1914 
1915 
1918 
1919 

1937 
1938 
1940 
1943 
 

1944 
1945 
1946 

 1965 
1967 
1972 
 

1979 
1980 
1982 
 

1994 2002 
2006 
 

 
The FETS alerts corresponding to a low rainfall event in a current period (last 3 years 
including most recent year) are at: 
1916, 39, 40, 46, 47, 61, 67, 69, 80, 81, 82, 83, 96, 04, 06, 07 (16 times) 
The FETS alerts corresponding to an event in the next period (next 3 years) are at: 
1916, 39, 40, 69, 80, 04, 05 (7 times) 
The FETS alert years when corresponding events are in either period are: 
1916, 39, 40, 46, 47, 61, 67, 69, 80, 81, 82, 83, 96, 04, 05, 06, 07 (17 times) 
 
Proportion of low rainfall alert years across whole period of 108 years =  23/108 = 21 % 
Proportion of low rain alert hits for current periods =  16/23 = 70% 
Proportion of low rain alert hits for next periods =  7/23 = 30% 
Proportion of low rain alert hits in either period =  17/23 =  74% 
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4.3.6 Summary of FETS alerts for MDB rainfall data 

The FETS graph in Figure 12 indicates that the rough rainfall pattern in the MDB data has 
been strongly cyclic with variable periodicity over the last 60 years, resulting in alternating 
periods of drought or very low rainfall, and flood or very high rainfall. Also from  
Figure 12, over the last 50 years the severity of the droughts has been increasing while the 
severity of the alternating high rainfall periods has been decreasing. This important 
inference must be considered in conjunction with the increase in the average rainfall over 
the last 50 years or so. Furthermore, the FETS alert success rate for both periods of extreme 
rainfall, or drought, is about 75% as determined above. 
 
4.3.7 Conclusions about MDB rainfall data 

The answer to the primary question stated in section 4.3.1 is that the drought at 2007 fits a 
rough cyclic rainfall pattern in the MDB that has strongly existed over the last 60 years, 
and more weakly in earlier periods. However, the drought from 2002 is an example of a 
persisting trend towards increasingly more severe droughts. This changing nature of 
expected droughts into the future thus indicates increasing stress on the MDB river and 
lake system such that pre-existing irrigation and river management strategies now need to 
be reviewed. And as previously stated, these conclusions require no assumptions about 
the existence of, or effects of, any global weather changes. Thus, even though the last 
60years have shown an increase in the average rainfall over that of the first half of last 
century, at the same time there has been a trend across this period towards more severe 
droughts. Therefore, it would seem prudent to consider this increasing severity of 
droughts when planning MDB water management strategies, even though some experts 
state that the MDB rainfall data shows no unusual patterns, nor any trend to be concerned 
about over the longer term. It should also be noted that while the visual inspection rule 
suggested here could identify some droughts correctly, visual inspection could not derive 
the above conclusions. Finally, if we assume that the rainfall pattern in the data continued 
beyond 2007, and projected the cyclic FETS movement in Figure 12 beyond 2007, the 
possibility of heavier than average rain around 2012 is indicated. And this projection in 
fact corresponds to the heavy rain and floods that did occur in the MDB around 2010 to 
2012. 
 

5. Conclusions 

A hybrid fuzzy statistical tracking signal has been presented for promptly detecting when 
a significant pattern change or anomaly occurs in a rough sequence of data or qualitative 
information. This fuzzy tracking signal procedure essentially embeds a number of 
extensions to a tracking signal that was proposed by Trigg in 1964. The fuzzy tracking 
signal acts as a filter for short-term noise in such rough series, and helps to minimise 
unnecessary false alarms caused by non-enduring effects. Consequently, this tracking 
signal may facilitate the identification of anomalies in sequences of rough information as 
may be encountered in various Defence applications where time may be critical. A 
prototype tool to implement the fuzzy tracking signal procedure has also been developed. 
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Appendix A:  Fuzzy Triangular Numbers 
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 Change Detection in Rough Time Series 


Executive Summary   

This report presents a procedure for tracking a rough series of data with the objective of promptly detecting an unusual sequence of values in the series that indicates some sort of significant change. A rough series of data is defined as a jagged pattern with discontinuities and a relatively high noise level. Such a series may be sparse and result from sporadic event or measurement occurrences, and also may consist of many low or nil values. The data may represent approximate evaluations or inaccurate sensor data, subjective ratings of vague variables, imperfect intelligence reports, algorithmic derived measures indicating degrees of suspected network intrusions, or simply be data degraded by some form of interference. 


This new tracking signal being proposed is based on a hybrid methodology with combined statistical and fuzzy set aspects. The proposed hybrid method is also based on information granulation which is simply a partitioning of information elements into groups. Three case studies were examined to demonstrate the robust nature of the proposed tracking signal and its ability to promptly detect anomalies. The three tracking examples are: detecting significant changes in a threat indicator derived from automated newsfeeds about North Korea; insurgent activity in Iraq; and in the rainfall pattern in the Murray-Darling Basin over the last 107 years. The results for the Murray-Darling Basin rainfall data also enabled some new conclusions to be inferred that could not be found in existing expert statistical analyses of that data set. Moreover, the examples demonstrate the effectiveness of this tracking signal for promptly identifying significant pattern changes in rough time series as can be encountered in data sets used for various types of Defence decision making.
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1. Introduction 

This report presents a procedure for tracking a rough series of data with the objective of promptly detecting an unusual sequence of values in the series that indicates some sort of significant change. Generally speaking, this report will assume a rough time series to have the following characteristics which can be noted in the demonstration examples shown in Figures 3, 6, and 9:


· Data elements may not be accurate, or be qualitative as with subjective ratings.


· High random noise may exist due to measurement or various other causes.


· Large fluctuations of values around an overall trend line.


· Relatively low autocorrelation between successive values.


· Possible null values either as true values or from missing data.


This type of data may originate from many sources such as: imperfect intelligence reports, human estimates of qualitative variables, algorithmic derived measures indicating degrees of suspected network intrusions, inaccurate sensor data, indirect estimates from covariates of a target variable, or simply be data degraded by some form of interference. The target problem of this report is a special case of the general change-point detection problem in time series tracking. Various methods have been proposed to address this problem most of which assume that a considerable amount of data is available. Detecting unusual patterns in stock market indicators and credit card fraud detection have been fertile application areas. However, the rather sparse and jagged nature of rough series limits the application of many analytical methods which depend upon rich data streams.


To address this problem, a hybrid methodology is proposed with combined statistical and fuzzy set aspects. The proposed method is based upon information granulation which is simply a partitioning of information elements into groups. Information granulation has been applied across many types of modelling, using both formal and informal methods. Zadeh [1] has pointed out how information granulation is ubiquitous in human actions, cognition, and reasoning. Granules may be crisp or fuzzy, and fuzzy sets are themselves granules as groupings of information elements. The primary reason for adopting information granulation in the following procedure is to capture some of the uncertainty existing in the raw data elements. 


The tracking problem we are considering here is to determine with minimal false alarms, when a notable change occurs in an unfolding data series. The purpose of applying an automated anomaly detection algorithm may be to authenticate, or reinforce, any detection that occurs from a manual inspection of the measure sequences. This is important for rough series since their inherent nature may disguise pattern changes in the unfolding data. Alternatively, an automated alert could prompt a visual inspection for confirming a pattern change. Three example applications demonstrate the behaviour of the proposed tracking signal. The first, of two Defence related applications, is to track a threat indicator for North Korea developed from automated analysis of newsfeeds. The second application is to detect changes in insurgent activity in Iraq. The third application is to detect anomalies in historical Murray-Darling Basin rainfall data. These applications demonstrate the robust nature and effectiveness of the proposed tracking signal for detecting anomalies in rough series.

2. Tracking Temporal Data 

2.1 Overview of Tracking 

Tracking of temporal data series is commonly applied in the commercial world for predictive purposes such as predicting future product demand so that optimal inventory levels can be established. However, there are many other reasons for tracking time series of unfolding temporal data, and another objective is to detect some kind of pattern change or deviation. A sample of tracking applications follows.


Process Quality Control:   [2][3][4][5]


To ensure that a production process achieves desired product quality by application of statistical cumulative sum of error techniques (CUSUM) and checking against statistical control limits for a specified degree of confidence.


Forecasting:    [6][7][8]


To monitor sales forecasting for production planning purposes and detect when forecasts are significantly different to actual sales so that production levels would be inappropriate.


Telecom Network Management: 


To monitor traffic flow so that optimal ways of achieving desired service levels can be dynamically maintained [9][10], or to detect unusual patterns indicating illegal intrusions [11].


Mobile Phone Use or Credit Card Fraud Detection:    [12]


To detect unusual activity on an account record that indicates an illegal user.


Financial Indicator Turning Points:    [13]


To detect turning points so that Buy/Sell profits can be maximised.


Sequential Patterns in Medical Data:   [14]


To discover common sequences between medical data sets, and to determine when such sequences occur for the identification of medical conditions. 


Across all these applications two types of procedures may be applied: static analysis of data sets, or monitoring of dynamic series. Static analysis is what many data mining or knowledge discovery techniques perform, while monitoring of unfolding dynamic series is often referred to as tracking. Hybrid algorithms may also be applied which then contain both static analysis and dynamic monitoring mechanisms. The use of training data sets for model specification followed by the application of adaptive learning mechanisms is also a frequently encountered hybrid process. However, in this report the focus is only on the monitoring of dynamic series.


2.2 Tracking to Detect Estimator Bias


A large variety of algorithms have been proposed for tracking temporal data for forecasting purposes [8], or detecting when abrupt changes have occurred [15]. But many tracking algorithms assume that a large amount of data is available to establish behavioural patterns as do some data mining techniques. These approaches are fundamentally different to the monitoring procedure proposed in this report, the key difference being that the proposed method is designed for sparse data sets, which may also be of qualitative or subjective measures. In general, the basic rationale for tracking a time series is that each new input is used to update an estimator for the series. The estimator is most commonly a predictive value covering some time into the future (one step or more). However, the estimator may also be a current average, or some other measure relating to the current state. This is the type of estimator that is used in the proposed procedure. Running error values are then determined from the deviation between the estimator and what actually occurs. A tracking signal is then computed from these errors. 

An early tracking signal proposed by Brown [6,7] was based on the running sum of errors as used in CUSUM statistical methods for process control. That method also assumed that a mean absolute deviation (MAD) could be used to approximate the standard deviation of errors (

σ


e


) as 1.2 MAD, to establish the control limits. But several authors noted that the distribution of errors is often not Normal so this approximation is often inaccurate. Also, in 1964 Trigg [16] noted that a tracking signal based on the sum of estimate errors was too sensitive and not effective in identifying sharp changes. To address this problem Trigg proposed comparing the average error, instead of the sum of errors, to the control limits which were still based on the standard deviation of errors (

σ


e


) as approximated by 1.2 MAD.

The method in this paper establishes the tracking signal control limits by assuming the distribution of average errors will be Normal, rather than the distribution of the errors themselves. This assumption is based on the Central Limit Theorem as stated in [17]:
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, possesses a sampling distribution that is approximately Normal regardless of the distribution of the population from which the sample is obtained. The larger the sample size, the better will be the Normal approximation to the sampling distribution of 
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And as with many statistical tracking methods, the null hypothesis is that the average error is zero when the system is stationary, with no unusual patterns. Then, for a Normal distribution, 95% of the average errors (which are called here Bias) should be within ( 2 
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s


, where 
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s


 is the standard deviation of the average errors. When the average error is outside these limits we can say with 95% confidence that is not a random fluctuation, and is due to some significant change in the series. This is the rationale for selecting a control limit of 2, although the limit is not rigid for such a rough series, and any value beyond 1.5 indicates with increasing confidence that the average error is not due to a random fluctuation. Strictly speaking, when applying statistical methods to small samples of less than 28 data points, the Student-t distribution should be applied rather than the Normal distribution. However, because the following procedure is fundamentally qualitative, the small deviation in the degree of confidence at 2 sigma limits from that of the Student-t distribution is not significant for deciding if some significant change has occurred. 


3. Proposed Hybrid Tracking Method 


The steps in the proposed procedure for detecting pattern changes in rough time series will now be described. This procedure is a hybrid combination of fuzzy set theory and statistical estimation theory.

3.1 Input Data Pre-processing


Periodic tracking at regular intervals may require data in each intervening period to be pre-processsed into a new input measure due to discontinuities in the series. Two possible methods are presented below: the first method applies when only a single event (or no event) can occur in the base time interval, and the other more general case applies where multiple measures (or none at all) can occur in the base time interval. 


3.1.1 Pre-processing of single data elements in a period

A discontinuous series may exist when there is a series of periods with no data. One pre-processing approach is first to sum the last ‘k’ periods values (say three) to decrease the discontinuity of the series. Another approach is simply to update estimates only when input data actually occurs. This approach would in general be better when there is missing data, rather than data with null values, because summing a number of periods effectively assumes any missing data has null values. For demonstration purposes, the following examples will aggregate data over the last three time periods as running sums of three. The main purpose for this type of pre-processing is to attenuate the effect on the tracking signal of null values in a period. 

After any pre-processing that is required, the next step is to transform these aggregates (sums of three) into a fuzzy granule for estimation and tracking purposes. The key to the effectiveness of the proposed method is the use of fuzzy granulation which enables some of the rough data characteristics to be captured. This then enables robust signal behaviour to be achieved, without the over-sensitivity that frequently results when highly responsive tracking parameters are applied (as with a large smoothing constant in exponential smoothing for example).


3.1.2 Pre-processing multiple data elements in a period

When multiple data elements can occur in a single base period, some technique must first be applied to reduce these to a single summary measure to be used in the proposed procedure. Although additive averaging is a common approach to summarise this type of input data, such compensatory aggregation may be misleading, or else tend to hide some valuable information on data polarisation. If this kind of information is significant in the data set, a non-additive aggregation technique may be preferable for integrating the data elements.


3.2 Forming the Input Fuzzy Granule


Following any pre-processing, the input fuzzy granule for the most recent updating period is created. To do this, initially rank order the last three updating period measures, those measures perhaps already pre-processed. Consider the three ordered measures {a,b,c} as a triangular possibility distribution (TPD) as the input for the current updating period. The modal value ‘b’ then represents the most possible or most feasible value, and the first and last values of the triplet represent the boundary measures for the input data granule. Notably, the modal value is not necessarily midway between the two boundary values.


3.3 Updating the Fuzzy Average Granule

Next, the input data granule (TPD) is first-order exponentially smoothed to estimate the non-stationary fuzzy average of the data. This smoothing technique decreases the weights of historical data exponentially so is biased towards more recent updated fuzzy estimates. The sensitivity of the exponential smoothing technique is determined by the smoothing constant ((), and an equivalent moving average period (N) can be determined [18] by the relationship, ( = 2/(1+N). For ( = 0.4 in the following examples, a similar moving average period is then 4 time periods. A description of the fuzzification of the standard exponential smoothing technique has been provided by Kaufmann and Gupta in Chapter 15 of [19]. 

3.4 A Fuzzy Enhanced Tracking Signal (FETS)

A fuzzified tracking signal is next calculated from the deviation of the average granule estimate from the current input data granule. The modal value (i.e. the most possible value) of the fuzzy tracking signal TPD is then used to determine if a significant pattern change in the series has occurred. 


Exponential smoothing, or averaging, is frequently applied in techniques to predict future values. Tracking signals are also used to detect the persistence of deviations that indicate when an inappropriate model, or parameter, may require some adaptive correction to yield better forecasts. Because the purpose of applying exponential smoothing in this paper is to promptly detect when a significant change has occurred in a non-stationary series, as opposed to making forecasts, it is more important in our case to modify the tracking signal in order to minimise the delay in detecting change, while at the same time minimising false alarms. This is the rationale for selecting the smoothing constant values in the following method.


Among the different approaches that have been proposed for determining control statistics to track data, many apply conventional statistical control chart procedures [2][3][20], while others use log transforms [4] to address the fact that the Normal distribution assumption for the error distribution is often invalid. As previously described, one tracking signal [6] that has been widely used is the ratio of the running sum of errors over 1.2 times the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD), as the average of unsigned error magnitudes. Model bias is then indicated when this ratio is ‘large’ compared to some control limits. However, without assuming a statistical error distribution it is difficult to say what the control limit values should be, and frequently they are set quite arbitrarily. For example, it has been suggested [5] that such a limit for industrial inventory control applications should be set between –3 and +8. 

Toelle [21,22] has proposed the Enhanced Tracking Signal (ETS) which is based on control limits calculated from the standard deviation of average errors. In fact, the ETS of Toelle is an extension of one proposed by Trigg [16] about 50 years ago, by using control limits based on the standard deviation of average errors rather than the MAD. After comparative tests with other methods on 191 standard industrial data sets, Toelle concluded [21] that the ETS was usually very effective for detecting change in many types of time series. Toelle’s proposed ETS has been modified and extended here in the following ways to make it more robust and responsive for tracking rough time series.


· Use of fuzzy estimates 

The input data and all estimates are fuzzified as triangular possibility distributions {a,b,c} to reduce the effect of large transients or spikes. Only the modal value ‘b’ of the updated FETS is checked against the control limits. This contributes to its robustness by eliminating alerts generated by the ‘a’ and ‘c’ least possible values of the FETS

· Different averaging technique

As well as for updating the series average, the average error (or Bias) is also estimated by exponential smoothing. This replaces the long-term arithmetic average as used in Toelle's method.


· Two different averaging periods for updating estimates

The average error itself is estimated over a short time period (( = 0.4) to discount older data. On the other hand, the standard deviation of the average error is estimated over the whole series length to capture all existing variability.


The TPD of the standard deviation of average errors (
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) is estimated as follows, where 
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 are the input data granules, Average is the series fuzzy exponential average TPD, and ‘n’ is the time period count from start of series.
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With the above extensions to the ETS of Toelle, the updating steps in the proposed procedure using the input TPD granules are as follows. In these equations the following fuzzy operators are used as described by Kaufmann and Gupta [19]:

Fuzzy addition 
=     

Å


 


Fuzzy subtraction
=     

Æ




Fuzzy multiplication 
=     

Ä


 


Fuzzy division
=     (:)


1.   New Average TPD = SYMBOL 97 \f "Symbol" Input TPD 

Å


 (1  -   SYMBOL 97 \f "Symbol") Old Average TPD


(This is the fuzzified standard exponential formula where SYMBOL 97 \f "Symbol" is the crisp smoothing constant.)


2.   Calculate  Error TPD at each update time:




Error TPD   = Old Average TPD  

Æ


 Input TPD

3.   Update  Smoothed Average Error (New Bias) Estimate:




New Bias TPD = SYMBOL 97 \f "Symbol" Error TPD 
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 (1  -  SYMBOL 97 \f "Symbol") Old Bias TPD


4.    Compute the TPD of (Error TPD) 2    


5.   Update Running Sum of Error2 :   
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6.   Compute  Standard Deviation of the Average Error (Bias) :
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7.   Enhanced Tracking Signal TPD:


FETS {a,b,c}  =  

NewBiasTPD
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Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the above procedure for calculating the FETS and determining when a significant change has occurred. The general mathematical application of fuzzy operators on triangular fuzzy numbers can be found in Appendix A as found in Dubois and Prade [23]. An Excel program has also been developed to implement the method.

3.5 Interpreting the Tracking Signal


It is assumed that the distribution of the average errors is Normal, whereas the error distribution itself need not be, as per the Central Limit Theorem. Then, when the magnitude of the FETS is beyond 2 a statistically significant bias can be said to exist at about the 95% confidence level. Moreover, values >1.5 indicate a bias with a high degree of confidence. The exact (or inexact) nature of the problem and data would actually determine what are suitable period lengths upon which to base the respective error estimates, especially if any periodicity is present. In the following examples, a smoothing constant of 0.4 imputes the short term to be 4 periods, while the running history at any point in time determines the longer period for standard deviation estimates. In other cases different values could be appropriate for the short and long periods. A pattern change is then indicated by a sequence of control limit transgressions by the FETS mode, and two in a row generates an alert in the following examples. This fuzzy statistical tracking signal is considered to be robust for the following reasons.


In general a high tracking signal value may be caused by:


· a significant deviation in data pattern from the average estimate,


· an over-sensitive smoothing constant that yields over-responsive smoothed estimates, or


· large transients of random noise as data spikes.


For alerts from Toelle’s crisp ETS there would still be doubt as to whether any transgressions were caused by an over-sensitive smoothing constant for data averaging, or whether they were caused by a single large transient. (We assume here that the initialisation tracking-in period had passed and that is not the cause.) On the other hand, the fuzzified ETS minimises such doubts because the use of TPD computations for the input granule, average, average error, and tracking signal itself, all serve to filter one-off transient input spikes by using only the most possible modal value of the FETS as the trigger for change detection. For these reasons, one has more confidence in attributing high FETS modal values to pattern changes in the data.
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Figure 1:
Main Computation Steps at Update Period
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Figure 2:
Fuzzy Enhanced Tracking Signal Computation Steps

4. Demonstration of Rough Time Series Tracking 

The response behaviour of the FETS will now be demonstrated for three rough data series, with the computations for the first two applications shown in Tables 1 and 2.

4.1 Automated News Report Analysis


One application that can generate a rough series is the field of automated news report analysis as may be used for detecting or pre-empting crisis situations. The data in this example (Figure 3) is taken from the work by the Bonds [24] where they applied advanced parsing techniques to Reuters' news feeds. The subsequent derived measures shown in this data are based on Goldstein's Interstate Conflict evaluation methodology [25]. In this example, they represent the level of stress in the international relations of North Korea between beginning of 1990 and midway through 2000. A trend line shown in black indicates that the conflict level seems to be slowly decreasing.


Figure 4 illustrates the pre-processed data inputs and the mode of the exponential average granule, while Figure 5 shows the modal value of the FETS tracking signal.

The movement of the modal FETS demonstrates North Korea's well-known strategy of alternating threatening behaviour with cooperation gestures, most likely to maximise their power at the negotiating table in a brinkmanship manner. Negative modal values indicate increasing conflict levels while positive values indicate conciliatory periods. We will now correlate periods of high FETS modal values in Figure 5 with actual events that occurred.


From the input data (Figure 4) peaks in the pre-processed conflict measures exist around T = 18, 29, and 36.


The first FETS alert from T=17,18 (from 1st quarter '94) corresponds to a nuclear crisis that engulfed the peninsular around that time. The second FETS threat alerts around T=28-30 (from end '96) corresponds to a period of heightened tension caused by a North Korean infiltrator being killed and a North Korean submarine captured in South Korean waters. A subsequent smaller spike in the input pre-processed conflict measures at T=36,37 corresponds to North Korea's missile testing and the launch of a missile across Japan. However, this input spike did not generate a FETS alert because the input conflict measures were not sufficiently large and the high values only persisted for two periods. If greater sensitivity was desired to detect these smaller spikes, the value of the smoothing constant for updating the Bias could be increased (to 0.5 say from 0.4). In contrast to the negative value FETS alerts, FETS alerts of the opposite sign (+) correspond to significant conciliatory periods, at T=24 and 35-36, following the initial threat alerts (-) at T=18 and 29. 


This example provides a degree of credibility to the pattern changes detected by the FETS, as well as demonstrating its robust nature. Notably, the FETS can provide more information than any overall trend line which can be misleading. Table 1 shows all TPD triplet computations for the input data set.



Figure 3:
 North Korea Interstate Conflict Measures
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Figure 4:
 Pre-processed Input Data and Mode of Fuzzy Exponential Average




Figure 5:
Fuzzy ETS Modal Value (‘b’)

Table 1:
North Korea Threat Indicator
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4255151.0083.0086.0070.6591.91103.39-2.2514.8563.99-17.9418.8962.555.04220.494094.5617137.57112761.45428606.0912.8784.66321.783.599.2017.94-1.002.0517.44
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4.2 Tracking Insurgent Activity in Iraq


In 2007 Bowne [26] proposed a metric to help determine whether insurgent activity was increasing in Iraq. The metric focused on insurgent activity against coalition forces in pre-defined populated zones. Rather than measuring the actual number of casualties it simply records the number of zones in which one or more coalition death has occurred. Thus it is an indicator of the spread of insurgent activity. The claim was that such a measure is effective in identifying levels of insurgent behaviour because it is based on the regional expansion or contraction of insurgent activity.


The number of US monthly deaths in the Iraqi Freedom Campaign (as can be viewed at http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~stephan/USfatalities.html) since the start of the campaign in March 2003 up to March 2008 are: Year 1 (582), Year 2 (958), Year 3 (904), Year 4 (953) and Year 5 (455). Fitting a trend line (as at the above site) indicates a monthly death rate from 60 to 65 over the first five years. This low rate of change tends to indicate that Bowne’s death zone count may be more useful for detecting change in insurgent behaviour. This seems possible because the actual number of deaths is dependent on many factors such as IED technology, delivery mechanisms, target size, plus many random circumstances.


Bowne also fits a trend line to his data (a red line in Figure 6) but it also demonstrates quite a shallow trend from about 11 to 16 zones per month over the shorter 3 year period of his data. Thus, Bowne concludes that there is a gradual increase in activity over the three years. Although some peaks can be identified in this graph it is not so clear at what points in time a significant shift (+ or -) has occurred. It would be very useful for military commanders to know if such a significant shift has occurred so they could relate that to any special efforts or strategies they might have implemented. To associate such a shift with any non-coalition causes would also be useful.


The mode of the smoothed three month sums average is shown in Figure 7, and Figure 8 shows the mode of the fuzzy ETS which tracks the sums as the data unfolds. Increasing negative FETS modal values indicate widening insurgent activities. The first point at which the magnitude of the mode is around 2 is at T=15,16 which corresponds to the peak in the data at T=13 and 14. The change indicated at this point is a significant increase in insurgent activity. The next significant change is at T=27,28 which indicates another significant step-up in activity. The final significant change is at T=36,37 which indicates a significant drop in activity. Table 2 details all TPD triplet values computed in developing the fuzzy tracking signal for this dataset. 


In this way, the FETS has identified points where there have been probable changes in insurgent behaviour, which may not be so easily detected by visual examination of the data alone. These points would then need to be correlated with any implemented changes in military strategy or tactics. Automated implementation of the FETS could also alleviate the responsibility associated with human subjective interpretation of the data, or at least, be able to support any visual analysis. Automated implementation of the FETS could also provide a degree of interpretative consistency which might not be present across a range of different human observers with varying degrees of optimism and pessimism, or cognitive skills.
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Figure 6:
Number of Sites where a Coalition Death Occurred in a Month




Figure 7:
Mode of Smoothed Three Month Sums Average
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Figure 8:
Mode of the Fuzzy ETS

Table 2:
Iraq Insurgency Data Calculations 

PeriodEventsEvents


Sumabcabcabcabcabcabcabcabcabc


140


280


3921


41532


573121.0031.0032.0021.0031.0032.00 -1.000.001.00


6143631.0032.0036.0025.0031.4033.60-15.00-1.001.00-6.60-0.401.001.001.00225.001.001.00225.00


7163731.0036.0037.0027.4033.2434.96-12.00-4.602.60-8.76-2.081.646.7621.16144.007.7622.16369.003.8811.08184.501.973.3313.58-0.64-0.620.83


8114136.0037.0041.0030.8434.7437.38-13.60-3.76-1.04-10.70-2.750.571.0814.14184.968.8436.30553.961.476.0592.331.212.469.61-1.12-1.110.47


993636.0037.0041.0032.9035.6538.83-10.16-2.261.38-10.48-2.550.891.895.09103.2310.7341.39657.190.893.4554.770.951.867.40-1.42-1.380.94


1072727.0036.0041.0030.5435.7939.70-8.10-0.3511.83-9.53-1.675.260.1365.55139.8410.86106.93797.030.545.3539.850.742.316.31-1.51-0.727.14


11122827.0028.0036.0029.1332.6738.22-5.467.7912.70-7.902.118.2429.7960.65161.1740.65167.58958.201.355.5931.941.162.365.65-1.400.897.08


12214027.0028.0040.0028.2830.8038.93-10.874.6711.22-9.093.149.4321.83118.26125.8362.48285.841084.031.496.8125.811.222.615.08-1.791.207.73


13205328.0040.0053.0028.1734.4844.56-24.72-9.2010.93-15.34-1.8010.0384.57119.47611.31147.05405.311695.342.637.2430.271.622.695.50-2.79-0.676.19


14105140.0051.0053.0032.9041.0947.93-24.83-16.524.56-19.14-7.697.8420.78272.84616.77167.83678.152312.112.339.4232.111.533.075.67-3.38-2.505.14


15124242.0051.0053.0036.5445.0549.96-20.10-9.915.93-19.52-8.587.0835.2298.22404.05203.05776.372716.162.268.6330.181.502.945.49-3.55-2.924.71


16143636.0042.0051.0036.3243.8350.38-14.463.0513.96-17.50-3.929.839.32194.91209.11212.38971.282925.261.938.8326.591.392.975.16-3.39-1.327.08


17133936.0039.0042.0036.1941.9047.03-5.684.8314.38-12.77-0.4211.6523.3532.22206.69235.731003.503131.951.797.6023.731.342.764.87-2.62-0.158.72


18134036.0039.0040.0036.1240.7444.22-3.812.9011.03-9.180.9111.408.4114.48121.57244.131017.983253.521.566.5320.861.252.554.57-2.010.359.11


19123838.0039.0040.0036.8740.0442.53-3.881.746.22-7.061.249.333.0315.0838.63247.161033.073292.151.365.6818.091.172.384.25-1.660.528.00


20103535.0038.0040.0036.1239.2341.52-3.132.047.53-5.491.568.614.189.8056.69251.341042.863348.851.204.9715.951.092.233.99-1.370.707.87


21123434.0035.0038.0035.2737.5440.11-1.884.237.52-4.052.638.173.5317.8656.51254.861060.723405.361.064.4214.191.032.103.77-1.071.257.93


22163834.0035.0038.0034.7636.5239.27-2.732.546.11-3.522.597.356.437.4437.34261.291068.163442.700.963.9312.660.981.983.56-0.991.317.50


23103834.0038.0038.0034.4637.1138.76-3.24-1.485.27-3.410.966.512.1910.4727.73263.481078.633470.430.863.5211.340.931.883.37-1.010.517.02


24154138.0038.0041.0035.8837.4739.66-6.54-0.890.76-4.660.224.210.580.7942.79264.061079.423513.230.773.1610.270.881.783.21-1.450.134.79


25234838.0041.0048.0036.7338.8842.99-12.12-3.531.66-7.65-1.283.192.7412.48147.02266.801091.903660.240.702.879.630.841.703.10-2.46-0.753.81


26165441.0048.0054.0038.4442.5347.40-17.27-9.121.99-11.50-4.422.713.9783.16298.43270.771175.063958.670.642.809.430.801.673.07-3.75-2.643.38


27145348.0053.0054.0042.2646.7250.04-15.56-10.47-0.60-13.12-6.841.390.36109.65242.27271.141284.714200.940.592.789.090.771.673.02-4.35-4.101.81


28194949.0053.0054.0044.9649.2351.62-11.74-6.281.04-12.57-6.621.251.0839.48137.80272.211324.194338.740.542.628.570.731.622.93-4.29-4.091.70


2994242.0049.0053.0043.7749.1452.17-8.040.239.62-10.76-3.884.600.0564.7092.59272.271388.894431.340.492.528.030.701.592.83-3.80-2.446.55


30204842.0048.0049.0043.0648.6850.90-5.231.1410.17-8.55-1.876.831.3027.31103.50273.561416.204534.840.462.367.560.681.542.75-3.11-1.2210.11


31204942.0048.0049.0042.6448.4150.14-5.940.688.90-7.50-0.857.660.4735.2379.28274.031451.434614.120.422.237.100.651.492.66-2.82-0.5711.79


32115148.0049.0051.0044.7848.6550.49-8.36-0.592.14-7.85-0.755.450.354.5969.91274.381456.024684.030.392.076.670.631.442.58-3.04-0.528.72


33134444.0049.0051.0044.4748.7950.69-6.22-0.356.49-7.19-0.595.870.1338.6542.06274.501494.674726.090.361.986.250.601.412.50-2.88-0.429.73


34123636.0044.0051.0041.0846.8750.81-6.534.7914.69-6.931.569.4022.9242.64215.83297.421537.314941.930.371.896.090.611.382.47-2.811.1315.52


3593434.0036.0044.0038.2542.5248.09-2.9210.8716.81-5.325.2912.368.52118.21282.74305.941655.525224.670.351.906.010.591.382.45-2.173.8320.85


36183934.0036.0039.0036.5539.9144.45-0.756.5214.09-3.495.7813.050.5642.56198.50306.501698.085423.160.331.835.830.571.352.41-1.454.2822.74


37123934.0039.0039.0035.5339.5542.27-2.450.9110.45-3.083.8312.010.846.00109.27307.341704.085532.430.311.725.580.561.312.36-1.302.9321.58
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4.3 Anomalies in the Murray-Darling Rainfall Data


4.3.1 Problem Definition


Recently, there has been a large public outcry in Australia about the current state of the Murray Darling Basin (MDB) river and lake system. There has also been widespread debate in recent times as to whether or not this is due to global climate change induced by man-made carbon emissions. Many experts are of the opinion that there is insufficient evidence to infer this as yet, and that it could be a long time into the future before we will be able to answer that with confidence. This author suggests that it is not necessary to make any assumptions about the causal effects of global climate change in order to establish a foundation upon which to base decisions about what corrective actions should be implemented for the MDB river system. 


Rather, the primary question upon which corrective actions should be based should be: 


Is the current drought part of a natural weather cycle which will largely be compensated for by heavy rain periods in the longer term, or is it an abnormally large anomaly (from whatever cause) which requires some prompt systemic intervention actions?

This section demonstrates that this question can be answered based on the results of applying the FETS to the MDB rainfall data. 


4.3.2 The Murray Darling Basin Rainfall Data


The MDB annual rainfall data from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (ABM) is shown below for the period 1900-2007, with a trend line added (Figure 9).
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Figure 9:
MDB Annual Rainfall from 1900 to 2007

4.3.3  Some simple methods for analysing time series


Trend analysis


Fitting a trend line as in Figure 9 indicates that over the whole period there is an ongoing increase in rainfall of about 0.60 mm per year. This result has been referred to by Jennifer Marohasy [27] of the Environment Unit in the Institute of Public Affairs, in her article in the Australian newspaper of August 23, 2008, “overall the trend is one of a slight increase in rainfall during the past 107 years.” 

A similar conclusion was also drawn in that article about a slight increase in rainfall over the period for the whole of Eastern Australia. However, the interpretation of scientific data is not always straightforward as Dr Marohasy states, “Many people want to save the environment but few people are confident of interpreting a chart or graph of scientific information on say, water quality or global temperatures.”

However, one danger of making inferences based on long term averages, or trend, is that other important characteristics of the data are masked and neglected. The FETS method presented in this report will identify some other characteristics in the data that are very relevant to answering the initial question.


A Moving Average


Figure 10 shows the anomaly graph with an 11 year moving average shown in black as produced by the ABM. That moving average indicates that the period 1900-1950 suffered more periods of rainfall shortfalls than in the last 50 years, which indicates that the present drought period is nothing exceptional. However, in general a moving average lags behind recent data and is not very useful for identifying pattern anomalies.




Figure 10:
ABM’s Anomaly Graph with an 11 Year Moving Average for the MDB

Figure 11 depicts the mode of the smoothed average of three year rainfall sums from 1900 to 2007. It can be noted that there is a step of about 200mm in the sum (i.e. about 66 mm per year) after the late forties, and a downward trend in the six years before 2007. 
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Figure 11: 
Smoothed Three Year Rainfall Sums (Mode)


Visual inspection


Across the data of recent years in Figure 9, we can see 7 successive years of low rainfall compared to the previous longest low run of 4 from 1943-1946. Beyond this simple information, visual inspection of the noisy series as it unfolds may also be used to identify some shifts in the rainfall pattern to a limited degree. For example, using a simple rule such as 3 or more years of low rainfall would cause serious depletion of the river system water storage levels, we could get an indication of when the MDB system is under stress. If this rule is applied to the unfolding data for MDB rainfall we would have raised drought or MDB stress alerts at the following years.


1902

Corresponds to the end of the so-called Federation drought





 that started in 1895.


1945-1946 

Actual drought occurred (1940-1946)


2003-2007

Actual drought occurred.

So dynamic visual inspection using such a simple rule could identify some periods of drought.


4.3.4 Applying the FETS 


The first step is not to base estimates of rainfall behaviour on rainfall in a single year, but rather to use granules of multiple years as the input data elements. Thus, the pre-processed input will be three year running sums as described previously. Figure 12 shows the response of the tracking signal (FETS) mode as each month of data is entered, after an initial tracking-in period of six years is allowed to initialise the computations.
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Figure 12:
FETS Tracking Signal Mode for MDB Rainfall Data

When the FETS mode exceeds a magnitude of 2 twice in a row, a significant anomaly is indicated at the 95% confidence level. After two successive trips the FETS will continue generating alerts until the magnitude falls below 2. This behaviour will be demonstrated in the following summary tables. The positive side of the Y axis in Figure 12 indicates anomalies as a decrease in rainfall, while the negative side of the Y axis indicates anomalies in the direction of an increase in rainfall.


Both these anomalies are for three year sums of data and so are not based on single year spikes in annual rainfall. The high FETS values around 6-8 indicate that very large anomalies have occurred in both directions over the period. Since 1950 there seems to have been a cyclic pattern of anomalies in both directions with FETS peaks in high and low rainfalls showing an upward drift. What this means is that the cyclic occurrence of high and low rainfall figures is changing such that the periods of excess rainfall (which can cause floods) are becoming less extreme, while periods of low rainfall are becoming more extreme.


The commencement of the increase in cyclic amplitudes after 1950 also suggests that further research may be profitable on why that emerged over the last 60 years. The unique knowledge item provided by the FETS in Figure 12 is that the magnitude of the high and low rainfall periods is trending upwards towards the low rainfall side. In other words, even if the cyclic nature of high and low rainfall extremes does continue into the future, the periods of drought look like becoming more severe if the data pattern inherent in this series continues. And although the fact that the pattern has occurred over the last 60 years does not necessarily mean that it will continue into the future, the rainfall in recent years in MDB does indicate that it is currently continuing. This conclusion about worsening droughts is then at odds with that drawn from the trend line in Figure 9 which indicates that the norm of MDB rainfall is gradually increasing (again with the proviso that such a trend does continue uninterrupted).


4.3.5 Correlation of FETS behaviour with significant MDB rainfall events


To further explore the knowledge provided by the FETS when it exceeds the control limit of 2 twice in succession, the dates of those alerts will be correlated with actual extreme events in the MDB to determine its accuracy. The method that will be applied is to update the FETS at the end of each calendar year based on moving 3 year sums of data. This means that the unit of time in the method is actually 3 years. An alert based on the most recent 3 years of data then indicates a significant change is currently in place. This change may then manifest an extreme event within the current time period (last 3 years including current year) or in the next time period (next 3 years). We will consider there to be a correspondence, or a hit, when an actual extreme event is in either of these two time periods as is shown in the tables below.


FETS Warnings of heavy rainfall or flood 


The dates of actual floods shown apply specifically to Mildura, for which they have been validated. Notably, the weir system functioning since 1970s has also to a large extent controlled the river and minimised floods now in many locations. From Table 3 the total number of FETS flood alerts generated across the 108 year period is 15.


Table 3:
Years that FETS Triggers Alerts of Heavy Rainfall Periods


		Year


of FETS


Alert

		1919

		1934

		1950-54


(5 times)

		1972-77


(6 times)

		1991

		2000



		Actual Floods


(at


Mildura)




		None

		1931

		1952


1955


1956


(3 years)

		1973


1974


(2 years)

		1993

		None





The FETS alerts corresponding to an actual event in a current period (last 3 years including current year) are at: 1952, 53, 54, 73, 74, 75, 76 (7 times)


The FETS alerts corresponding to an actual event in the next period (next 3 years from present) are at: 1950, 51, 52, 53, 72, 73, 91 (7 times)


From this data the alert years when corresponding events are in either period are:


1950, 51, 52, 53, 54, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 91 (11 times)


Thus, the proportion of flood alerts across the whole 108 year period = 15/108 = 14%


Proportion of flood alert hits for current periods =  7/15 =  47%


Proportion of flood alert hits for next periods =  7/15 =  47%


Proportion of flood alert hits in either period =  11/15 =  73%


Although the 2000 alert did follow three years of heavy rain, it did not seem to result in flood conditions anywhere. Also, the 1934 FETS warning occurred 4 years after 1931 so was not considered as a hit since it was beyond 3 years.


FETS Warnings of low rainfall periods or drought (< 400 mm p.a.)

Table 4 summarises the FETS low rainfall alerts with a total of 23 alerts.


Table 4:
Years that FETS Triggers Alerts of Low Rainfall Periods


		FETS Warning Year

		1916

		1939-


1940

		1946-


1947

		1961-


1963

		1967-


1970

		1980-84

		1996-


1997

		2004-


2007



		Alert Period Range

		1914-1919

		1937-


1943

		1944-


1950

		1959-


1966

		1965-


1973

		1978-


1987

		1994-


2000

		2002-


2010



		Actual Low Rainfall Years in


MDB


(< 400mm)




		1914


1915


1918


1919

		1937


1938


1940


1943




		1944


1945


1946

		

		1965


1967


1972




		1979


1980


1982




		1994

		2002


2006








The FETS alerts corresponding to a low rainfall event in a current period (last 3 years including most recent year) are at:


1916, 39, 40, 46, 47, 61, 67, 69, 80, 81, 82, 83, 96, 04, 06, 07 (16 times)


The FETS alerts corresponding to an event in the next period (next 3 years) are at:


1916, 39, 40, 69, 80, 04, 05 (7 times)


The FETS alert years when corresponding events are in either period are:


1916, 39, 40, 46, 47, 61, 67, 69, 80, 81, 82, 83, 96, 04, 05, 06, 07 (17 times)


Proportion of low rainfall alert years across whole period of 108 years =  23/108 = 21 %


Proportion of low rain alert hits for current periods =  16/23 = 70%


Proportion of low rain alert hits for next periods =  7/23 = 30%


Proportion of low rain alert hits in either period =  17/23 =  74%


4.3.6 Summary of FETS alerts for MDB rainfall data


The FETS graph in Figure 12 indicates that the rough rainfall pattern in the MDB data has been strongly cyclic with variable periodicity over the last 60 years, resulting in alternating periods of drought or very low rainfall, and flood or very high rainfall. Also from 
Figure 12, over the last 50 years the severity of the droughts has been increasing while the severity of the alternating high rainfall periods has been decreasing. This important inference must be considered in conjunction with the increase in the average rainfall over the last 50 years or so. Furthermore, the FETS alert success rate for both periods of extreme rainfall, or drought, is about 75% as determined above.


4.3.7 Conclusions about MDB rainfall data


The answer to the primary question stated in section 4.3.1 is that the drought at 2007 fits a rough cyclic rainfall pattern in the MDB that has strongly existed over the last 60 years, and more weakly in earlier periods. However, the drought from 2002 is an example of a persisting trend towards increasingly more severe droughts. This changing nature of expected droughts into the future thus indicates increasing stress on the MDB river and lake system such that pre-existing irrigation and river management strategies now need to be reviewed. And as previously stated, these conclusions require no assumptions about the existence of, or effects of, any global weather changes. Thus, even though the last 60years have shown an increase in the average rainfall over that of the first half of last century, at the same time there has been a trend across this period towards more severe droughts. Therefore, it would seem prudent to consider this increasing severity of droughts when planning MDB water management strategies, even though some experts state that the MDB rainfall data shows no unusual patterns, nor any trend to be concerned about over the longer term. It should also be noted that while the visual inspection rule suggested here could identify some droughts correctly, visual inspection could not derive the above conclusions. Finally, if we assume that the rainfall pattern in the data continued beyond 2007, and projected the cyclic FETS movement in Figure 12 beyond 2007, the possibility of heavier than average rain around 2012 is indicated. And this projection in fact corresponds to the heavy rain and floods that did occur in the MDB around 2010 to 2012.


5. Conclusions


A hybrid fuzzy statistical tracking signal has been presented for promptly detecting when a significant pattern change or anomaly occurs in a rough sequence of data or qualitative information. This fuzzy tracking signal procedure essentially embeds a number of extensions to a tracking signal that was proposed by Trigg in 1964. The fuzzy tracking signal acts as a filter for short-term noise in such rough series, and helps to minimise unnecessary false alarms caused by non-enduring effects. Consequently, this tracking signal may facilitate the identification of anomalies in sequences of rough information as may be encountered in various Defence applications where time may be critical. A prototype tool to implement the fuzzy tracking signal procedure has also been developed.
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			15			375			1218			1218.00			1364.00			1439.00			1312.48			1407.82			1481.74			-63.54			73.03			292.23			-123.17			18.43			175.82			4036.93			5333.69			85400.43			24764.02			176351.21			685136.23			275.16			1959.46			7612.62			16.59			44.27			87.25			-1.41			0.42			10.60


			16			332			1151			1151.00			1218.00			1364.00			1247.89			1331.89			1434.64			-51.52			189.82			330.74			-94.51			86.99			237.79			2654.53			36031.35			109389.02			27418.55			212382.56			794525.26			249.26			1930.75			7222.96			15.79			43.94			84.99			-1.11			1.98			15.06


			17			609			1316			1151.00			1218.00			1316.00			1209.13			1286.33			1387.19			-68.11			113.89			283.64			-83.95			97.75			256.13			4639.42			12971.29			80453.96			32057.96			225353.85			874979.21			242.86			1707.23			6628.63			15.58			41.32			81.42			-1.03			2.37			16.44


			18			634			1575			1151.00			1316.00			1575.00			1185.88			1298.20			1462.31			-365.87			-29.67			236.19			-196.72			46.78			248.15			880.02			55784.03			133859.36			32937.98			281137.89			1008838.58			211.14			1802.17			6466.91			14.53			42.45			80.42			-2.45			1.10			17.08


			19			377			1620			1316.00			1575.00			1620.00			1237.93			1408.92			1525.39			-434.12			-276.80			146.31			-291.68			-82.65			207.42			21407.16			76617.71			188460.85			54345.14			357755.59			1197299.43			298.60			1965.69			6578.57			17.28			44.34			81.11			-3.60			-1.86			12.00


			20			307			1318			1318.00			1575.00			1620.00			1269.96			1475.35			1563.23			-382.07			-166.08			207.39			-327.84			-116.02			207.40			27582.37			43009.42			145979.37			81927.52			400765.01			1343278.79			390.13			1908.40			6396.57			19.75			43.69			79.98			-4.10			-2.66			10.50


			21			561			1245			1245.00			1318.00			1620.00			1259.97			1412.41			1585.94			-350.04			157.35			318.23			-336.72			-6.67			251.74			24759.76			101271.78			122530.44			106687.28			502036.79			1465809.23			444.53			2091.82			6107.54			21.08			45.74			78.15			-4.31			-0.15			11.94


			22			616			1484			1245.00			1318.00			1484.00			1253.98			1374.65			1545.16			-224.03			94.41			340.94			-291.64			33.76			287.42			8913.51			50187.69			116239.65			115600.79			552224.48			1582048.88			425.00			2030.24			5816.36			20.62			45.06			76.27			-3.82			0.75			13.94


			23			332			1509			1245.00			1484.00			1509.00			1250.39			1418.39			1530.70			-255.02			-109.35			300.16			-276.99			-23.48			292.52			11958.11			65032.98			90098.20			127558.90			617257.46			1672147.08			416.86			2017.18			5464.53			20.42			44.91			73.92			-3.75			-0.52			14.33


			24			391			1339			1339.00			1484.00			1509.00			1285.83			1444.63			1522.02			-258.61			-65.61			191.70			-269.64			-40.34			252.19			4304.92			36748.19			66878.82			131863.82			654005.65			1739025.90			385.57			1912.30			5084.87			19.64			43.73			71.31			-3.78			-0.92			12.84


			25			556			1279			1279.00			1339.00			1509.00			1283.10			1402.38			1516.81			-223.17			105.63			243.02			-251.05			18.05			248.52			11158.30			49802.90			59058.19			143022.13			703808.55			1798084.08			376.37			1852.13			4731.80			19.40			43.04			68.79			-3.65			0.42			12.81


			26			437			1384			1279.00			1339.00			1384.00			1281.46			1377.03			1463.69			-100.90			63.38			237.81			-190.99			36.18			244.24			4016.99			10180.69			56554.23			147039.11			713989.23			1854638.32			350.09			1699.97			4415.81			18.71			41.23			66.45			-2.87			0.88			13.05


			27			452			1445			1279.00			1384.00			1445.00			1280.48			1379.82			1456.21			-163.54			-6.97			184.69			-180.01			18.92			220.42			48.61			26745.21			34109.22			147087.73			740734.44			1888747.53			318.37			1603.32			4088.20			17.84			40.04			63.94			-2.82			0.47			12.35


			28			358			1247			1247.00			1384.00			1445.00			1267.09			1381.49			1451.73			-164.52			-4.18			209.21			-173.82			9.68			215.93			17.50			27068.07			43769.70			147105.23			767802.52			1932517.23			290.72			1517.40			3819.20			17.05			38.95			61.80			-2.81			0.25			12.66


			29			451			1261			1247.00			1261.00			1445.00			1259.05			1333.29			1449.04			-177.91			120.49			204.73			-175.45			54.00			211.45			14517.84			31653.49			41913.25			161623.07			799456.00			1974430.47			292.80			1448.29			3576.87			17.11			38.06			59.81			-2.93			1.42			12.36


			30			344			1153			1153.00			1247.00			1261.00			1216.63			1298.78			1373.82			-1.95			86.29			296.04			-106.05			66.92			245.29			3.80			7446.66			87637.52			161626.87			806902.66			2062068.00			269.38			1344.84			3436.78			16.41			36.67			58.62			-1.81			1.82			14.94


			31			473			1268			1153.00			1261.00			1268.00			1191.18			1283.67			1331.49			-51.37			37.78			220.82			-84.18			55.26			235.50			1427.06			2638.79			48762.27			163053.92			809541.45			2110830.27			250.85			1245.45			3247.43			15.84			35.29			56.99			-1.48			1.57			14.87


			32			569			1386			1153.00			1268.00			1386.00			1175.91			1277.40			1353.30			-194.82			15.67			178.49			-128.44			39.42			212.70			245.42			31859.78			37955.41			163299.34			841401.23			2148785.68			232.62			1198.58			3060.95			15.25			34.62			55.33			-2.32			1.14			13.95


			33			410			1452			1268.00			1386.00			1452.00			1212.74			1320.84			1392.78			-276.09			-108.60			85.30			-187.50			-19.79			161.74			7275.38			11794.07			76227.28			170574.72			853195.30			2225012.96			225.63			1128.57			2943.14			15.02			33.59			54.25			-3.46			-0.59			10.77


			34			502			1481			1386.00			1452.00			1481.00			1282.05			1373.30			1428.07			-268.26			-131.16			6.78			-219.80			-64.34			99.75			45.93			17203.02			71961.14			170620.66			870398.32			2296974.10			210.12			1071.92			2828.79			14.50			32.74			53.19			-4.13			-1.97			6.88


			35			511			1423			1423.00			1452.00			1481.00			1338.43			1404.78			1449.24			-198.95			-78.70			5.07			-211.46			-70.08			61.88			25.67			6193.09			39582.47			170646.33			876591.41			2336556.57			196.15			1007.58			2685.70			14.01			31.74			51.82			-4.08			-2.21			4.42


			36			350			1363			1363.00			1423.00			1481.00			1348.26			1412.07			1461.94			-142.57			-18.22			86.24			-183.91			-49.34			71.62			331.88			7437.32			20326.79			170978.21			884028.73			2356883.36			183.85			950.57			2534.28			13.56			30.83			50.34			-3.65			-1.60			5.28


			37			505			1366			1363.00			1366.00			1423.00			1354.15			1393.64			1446.37			-74.74			46.07			98.94			-140.24			-11.17			82.55			2122.39			5586.55			9789.90			173100.60			889615.28			2366673.27			174.50			896.79			2385.76			13.21			29.95			48.84			-2.87			-0.37			6.25


			38			379			1234			1234.00			1363.00			1366.00			1306.09			1381.38			1414.22			-11.85			30.64			212.37			-88.88			5.55			134.48			140.33			938.91			45099.47			173240.93			890554.19			2411772.74			164.05			843.33			2283.88			12.81			29.04			47.79			-1.86			0.19			10.50


			39			344			1228			1228.00			1234.00			1366.00			1274.86			1322.43			1394.93			-59.91			147.38			186.22			-77.29			62.29			155.17			3588.92			21722.33			34677.82			176829.84			912276.52			2446450.56			157.60			813.08			2180.44			12.55			28.51			46.70			-1.66			2.18			12.36


			40			546			1269			1228.00			1234.00			1269.00			1256.11			1287.06			1344.56			5.86			88.43			166.93			-44.03			72.74			159.88			34.29			7820.04			27866.26			176864.13			920096.56			2474316.82			148.63			773.19			2079.26			12.19			27.81			45.60			-0.97			2.62			13.11


			41			294			1184			1184.00			1228.00			1269.00			1227.27			1263.44			1314.34			-12.89			59.06			160.56			-31.57			67.27			160.15			166.07			3487.92			25779.24			177030.20			923584.48			2500096.05			140.50			733.00			1984.20			11.85			27.07			44.54			-0.71			2.48			13.51


			42			453			1293			1184.00			1269.00			1293.00			1209.96			1265.66			1305.80			-65.73			-5.56			130.34			-45.24			38.14			148.22			30.97			4320.70			16987.34			177061.17			927905.18			2517083.39			132.93			696.63			1889.70			11.53			26.39			43.47			-1.04			1.44			12.86


			43			515			1262			1184.00			1262.00			1293.00			1199.58			1264.20			1300.68			-83.04			3.66			121.80			-60.36			24.35			137.66			13.40			6895.51			14835.55			177074.57			934800.69			2531918.94			125.94			664.87			1800.80			11.22			25.78			42.44			-1.42			0.94			12.27


			44			384			1352			1262.00			1293.00			1352.00			1224.55			1275.72			1321.21			-152.42			-28.80			38.68			-97.18			3.09			98.07			829.63			1496.20			23232.93			177904.20			936296.89			2555151.88			120.04			631.78			1724.12			10.96			25.14			41.52			-2.34			0.12			8.95


			45			274			1173			1173.00			1262.00			1352.00			1203.93			1270.23			1333.53			-127.45			13.72			148.21			-109.29			7.34			118.12			188.18			16244.55			21965.75			178092.39			952541.45			2577117.63			114.16			610.60			1652.00			10.68			24.71			40.64			-2.69			0.30			11.06


			46			400			1058			1058.00			1173.00			1352.00			1145.56			1231.34			1340.92			-148.07			97.23			275.53			-124.80			43.30			181.08			9453.83			21925.46			75914.07			187546.21			974466.90			2653031.70			114.36			594.19			1617.70			10.69			24.38			40.22			-3.10			1.78			16.93


			47			387			1061			1058.00			1061.00			1173.00			1110.53			1163.20			1273.75			-27.44			170.34			282.92			-85.86			94.11			221.82			753.14			29015.20			80040.92			188299.36			1003482.10			2733072.62			109.35			582.74			1587.15			10.46			24.14			39.84			-2.16			3.90			21.21


			48			590			1377			1058.00			1061.00			1377.00			1089.52			1122.32			1315.05			-266.47			102.20			215.75			-158.10			97.35			219.39			10445.47			46547.64			71004.18			198744.83			1050029.74			2804076.80			110.05			581.41			1552.64			10.49			24.11			39.40			-4.01			4.04			20.91


			49			427			1404			1061.00			1377.00			1404.00			1078.11			1224.19			1350.63			-314.48			-254.68			254.05			-220.65			-43.46			233.25			64541.11			64860.96			98897.45			263285.93			1114890.70			2902974.25			139.16			589.27			1534.34			11.80			24.27			39.17			-5.63			-1.79			19.77


			50			540			1557			1377.00			1404.00			1557.00			1197.67			1296.12			1433.18			-478.89			-179.81			-26.37			-323.95			-98.00			129.40			695.40			32330.52			229333.52			263981.33			1147221.22			3132307.77			133.32			579.40			1581.97			11.55			24.07			39.77			-8.14			-4.07			11.21


			51			803			1770			1404.00			1557.00			1770.00			1280.20			1400.47			1567.91			-572.33			-260.88			29.18			-423.30			-163.15			89.31			851.34			68060.53			327564.69			264832.67			1215281.75			3459872.46			127.94			587.09			1671.44			11.31			24.23			40.88			-10.35			-6.73			7.90


			52			396			1739			1557.00			1739.00			1770.00			1390.92			1535.88			1648.74			-489.80			-338.53			10.91			-449.90			-233.30			57.95			118.96			114602.89			239903.65			264951.63			1329884.64			3699776.11			122.55			615.12			1711.27			11.07			24.80			41.37			-10.88			-9.41			5.23


			53			554			1753			1739.00			1753.00			1770.00			1530.15			1622.73			1697.25			-379.08			-217.12			-90.26			-421.57			-226.83			-1.33			8146.14			47140.35			143701.47			273097.77			1377024.99			3843477.58			121.05			610.38			1703.67			11.00			24.71			41.28			-10.21			-9.18			-0.12


			54			431			1381			1381.00			1739.00			1753.00			1470.49			1669.24			1719.55			-222.85			-116.27			316.25			-342.08			-182.61			125.70			13518.94			49661.17			100011.79			286616.71			1426686.15			3943489.37			121.86			606.58			1676.65			11.04			24.63			40.95			-8.35			-7.41			11.39


			55			551			1536			1381.00			1536.00			1753.00			1434.69			1615.94			1732.93			-282.51			133.24			338.55			-318.25			-56.27			210.84			17752.21			79811.17			114614.64			304368.92			1506497.33			4058104.01			124.23			614.90			1656.37			11.15			24.80			40.70			-7.82			-2.27			18.92


			56			655			1637			1381.00			1536.00			1637.00			1413.22			1583.97			1694.56			-202.31			79.94			351.93			-271.87			-1.78			267.27			6390.80			40927.41			123853.81			310759.72			1547424.73			4181957.82			121.87			606.83			1639.98			11.04			24.63			40.50			-6.71			-0.07			24.21


			57			821			2027			1536.00			1637.00			2027.00			1462.33			1605.18			1827.53			-613.78			-53.03			158.56			-408.64			-22.28			223.79			2812.66			25140.39			376729.74			313572.38			1572565.13			4558687.56			118.24			592.97			1718.96			10.87			24.35			41.46			-9.86			-0.92			20.58


			58			313			1789			1637.00			1789.00			2027.00			1532.20			1678.71			1907.32			-564.67			-183.82			190.53			-471.05			-86.90			210.49			33790.06			36303.33			318852.08			347362.44			1608868.46			4877539.64			126.04			583.77			1769.79			11.23			24.16			42.07			-11.20			-3.60			18.75


			59			504			1638			1638.00			1789.00			2027.00			1574.52			1722.82			1955.19			-494.80			-110.29			269.32			-480.55			-96.26			234.02			12164.42			72533.59			244828.95			359526.86			1681402.04			5122368.58			125.62			587.49			1789.79			11.21			24.24			42.31			-11.36			-3.97			20.88


			60			506			1323			1323.00			1638.00			1789.00			1473.91			1688.89			1888.72			-214.48			84.82			632.19			-374.12			-23.82			393.29			7195.20			46002.17			399667.18			366722.06			1727404.21			5522035.76			123.48			581.62			1859.27			11.11			24.12			43.12			-8.68			-0.99			35.39


			61			488			1498			1323.00			1498.00			1638.00			1413.55			1612.54			1788.43			-164.09			190.89			565.72			-290.11			62.06			462.26			26925.10			36440.80			320033.93			393647.16			1763845.01			5842069.70			127.81			572.68			1896.78			11.31			23.93			43.55			-6.66			2.59			40.89


			62			487			1481			1323.00			1481.00			1498.00			1377.33			1559.92			1672.26			-84.45			131.54			465.43			-207.85			89.85			463.53			7132.35			17301.94			216624.39			400779.50			1781146.95			6058694.08			125.56			558.00			1898.09			11.21			23.62			43.57			-4.77			3.80			41.37


			63			531			1506			1481.00			1498.00			1506.00			1418.80			1535.15			1605.75			-128.67			61.92			191.26			-176.18			78.68			354.62			3834.35			16556.47			36579.45			404613.85			1797703.41			6095273.53			122.39			543.77			1843.70			11.06			23.32			42.94			-4.10			3.37			32.05


			64			570			1588			1481.00			1506.00			1588.00			1443.68			1523.49			1598.65			-169.20			29.15			124.75			-173.39			58.87			262.67			849.91			15563.69			28629.71			405463.76			1813267.11			6123903.24			118.49			529.89			1789.57			10.89			23.02			42.30			-4.10			2.56			24.13


			65			487			1588			1506.00			1588.00			1588.00			1468.61			1549.30			1594.39			-144.32			-64.51			92.65			-161.76			9.52			194.67			4161.29			8584.53			20828.81			409625.05			1821851.63			6144732.05			115.71			514.65			1735.80			10.76			22.69			41.66			-3.88			0.42			18.10


			66			320			1377			1377.00			1588.00			1588.00			1431.96			1564.78			1591.83			-119.39			-38.70			217.39			-144.81			-9.77			203.76			1498.06			14254.72			47259.12			411123.11			1836106.35			6191991.17			112.33			501.67			1691.80			10.60			22.40			41.13			-3.52			-0.44			19.22


			67			451			1258			1258.00			1377.00			1588.00			1362.38			1489.67			1590.30			-156.04			187.78			333.83			-149.30			69.25			255.79			24347.20			35260.24			111445.79			435470.31			1871366.59			6303436.97			115.14			494.81			1666.69			10.73			22.24			40.83			-3.66			3.11			23.84


			68			300			1071			1071.00			1258.00			1377.00			1245.83			1397.00			1504.98			-14.62			231.67			519.30			-95.43			134.22			361.19			213.79			53669.26			269673.52			435684.10			1925035.85			6573110.48			111.54			492.84			1682.82			10.56			22.20			41.02			-2.33			6.05			34.20


			69			509			1260			1071.00			1258.00			1260.00			1175.90			1341.40			1406.99			-14.17			139.00			433.98			-62.93			136.13			390.31			200.87			19320.93			188339.15			435884.97			1944356.78			6761449.64			108.11			482.23			1676.95			10.40			21.96			40.95			-1.54			6.20			37.54


			70			531			1340			1071.00			1260.00			1340.00			1133.94			1308.84			1380.19			-164.10			81.40			335.99			-103.40			114.24			368.58			6625.94			26930.04			112888.17			442510.91			1971286.82			6874337.81			106.37			473.87			1652.49			10.31			21.77			40.65			-2.54			5.25			35.74


			71			521			1561			1260.00			1340.00			1561.00			1184.36			1321.30			1452.52			-427.06			-31.16			120.19			-232.86			56.08			269.23			970.95			14446.36			182382.17			443481.86			1985733.18			7056719.98			103.38			462.87			1644.92			10.17			21.51			40.56			-5.74			2.61			26.48


			72			544			1596			1340.00			1561.00			1596.00			1246.62			1417.18			1509.91			-411.64			-239.70			112.52			-304.37			-62.23			206.54			12659.81			57454.20			169445.31			456141.67			2043187.38			7226165.28			103.15			462.05			1634.14			10.16			21.50			40.42			-7.53			-2.90			20.34


			73			372			1437			1437.00			1561.00			1596.00			1322.77			1474.71			1544.35			-349.38			-143.82			72.91			-322.38			-94.87			153.09			5315.79			20683.51			122068.07			461457.46			2063870.89			7348233.35			101.29			453.00			1612.87			10.06			21.28			40.16			-8.03			-4.46			15.21


			74			724			1640			1437.00			1596.00			1640.00			1368.46			1523.23			1582.61			-317.23			-121.29			107.35			-320.32			-105.44			134.79			11523.10			14711.40			100634.52			472980.56			2078582.30			7448867.87			100.81			443.01			1587.57			10.04			21.05			39.84			-8.04			-5.01			13.43


			75			700			1796			1437.00			1640.00			1796.00			1395.88			1569.94			1667.96			-427.54			-116.77			145.61			-363.21			-109.97			139.12			13636.25			21201.52			182788.46			486616.80			2099783.82			7631656.33			100.75			434.74			1580.05			10.04			20.85			39.75			-9.14			-5.27			13.86


			76			552			1976			1640.00			1796.00			1976.00			1493.53			1660.36			1791.18			-580.12			-226.06			27.96			-449.97			-156.41			94.66			782.01			51105.21			336542.23			487398.81			2150889.02			7968198.56			98.07			432.77			1603.26			9.90			20.80			40.04			-11.24			-7.52			9.56


			77			566			1818			1796.00			1818.00			1976.00			1614.52			1723.42			1865.11			-482.47			-157.64			-4.82			-462.97			-156.90			54.87			23.25			24849.98			232780.74			487422.06			2175739.00			8200979.30			95.35			425.61			1604.26			9.76			20.63			40.05			-11.56			-7.61			5.62


			78			420			1538			1538.00			1818.00			1976.00			1583.91			1761.25			1909.46			-361.48			-94.58			327.11			-422.38			-131.97			163.76			8945.99			106999.12			130670.78			496368.05			2282738.13			8331650.08			94.44			434.31			1585.17			9.72			20.84			39.81			-10.61			-6.33			16.85


			79			639			1625			1538.00			1625.00			1818.00			1565.55			1706.75			1872.88			-234.09			136.25			371.46			-347.06			-24.68			246.84			18564.07			54798.35			137985.74			514932.13			2337536.48			8469635.82			95.32			432.72			1567.87			9.76			20.80			39.60			-8.77			-1.19			25.28


			80			397			1456			1456.00			1538.00			1625.00			1521.73			1639.25			1773.73			-59.45			168.75			416.88			-232.02			52.69			314.86			3534.81			28476.57			173787.76			518466.94			2366013.05			8643423.58			93.42			426.31			1557.37			9.67			20.65			39.46			-5.88			2.55			32.58


			81			378			1414			1414.00			1456.00			1625.00			1478.64			1565.95			1714.24			-103.27			183.25			359.73			-180.52			104.91			332.81			10665.22			33580.57			129403.63			529132.16			2399593.62			8772827.21			92.83			420.98			1539.09			9.63			20.52			39.23			-4.60			5.11			34.54


			82			515			1290			1290.00			1414.00			1456.00			1403.18			1505.17			1610.94			22.64			151.95			424.24			-99.26			123.73			369.38			512.41			23088.81			179976.43			529644.57			2422682.42			8952803.64			90.51			413.99			1529.87			9.51			20.35			39.11			-2.54			6.08			38.83


			83			285			1178			1178.00			1290.00			1414.00			1313.11			1419.10			1532.17			-10.82			215.17			432.94			-63.88			160.30			394.80			117.03			46298.13			187438.58			529761.61			2468980.56			9140242.22			88.21			411.09			1521.85			9.39			20.28			39.01			-1.64			7.91			42.04


			84			664			1464			1178.00			1290.00			1464.00			1259.07			1367.46			1504.90			-150.89			129.10			354.17			-98.69			147.82			378.55			16667.33			22768.06			125432.89			546428.93			2491748.61			9265675.12			88.68			404.37			1503.68			9.42			20.11			38.78			-2.54			7.35			40.20


			85			581			1530			1178.00			1464.00			1530.00			1226.64			1406.08			1514.94			-270.93			-96.54			326.90			-167.59			50.08			357.89			9319.74			73405.52			106862.98			555748.67			2565154.13			9372538.10			87.93			405.88			1483.00			9.38			20.15			38.51			-4.35			2.49			38.17


			86			466			1711			1464.00			1530.00			1711.00			1321.58			1455.65			1593.36			-484.36			-123.92			50.94			-294.30			-19.52			235.11			2594.82			15356.98			234605.30			558343.50			2580511.11			9607143.40			86.16			398.23			1482.58			9.28			19.96			38.50			-7.64			-0.98			25.33


			87			426			1473			1473.00			1530.00			1711.00			1382.15			1485.39			1640.42			-389.42			-74.35			120.36			-332.34			-41.45			189.21			5528.51			14487.41			151645.16			563872.01			2594998.52			9758788.56			84.89			390.70			1469.25			9.21			19.77			38.33			-8.67			-2.10			20.54


			88			482			1374			1374.00			1473.00			1711.00			1378.89			1480.43			1668.65			-328.85			12.39			266.42			-330.95			-19.92			220.09			153.45			70978.65			108142.23			564025.46			2665977.17			9866930.79			82.87			391.71			1449.74			9.10			19.79			38.08			-8.69			-1.01			24.18


			89			590			1498			1374.00			1473.00			1498.00			1376.93			1477.46			1600.39			-119.11			7.43			294.65			-246.21			-8.98			249.92			55.24			14187.17			86819.16			564080.71			2680164.34			9953749.95			80.91			384.42			1427.67			8.99			19.61			37.78			-6.52			-0.46			27.78


			90			553			1625			1374.00			1498.00			1625.00			1375.76			1485.68			1610.23			-248.07			-20.54			226.39			-246.95			-13.60			240.51			421.91			51252.68			61536.71			564502.62			2731417.02			10015286.66			79.06			382.55			1402.70			8.89			19.56			37.45			-6.59			-0.70			27.05


			91			547			1690			1498.00			1625.00			1690.00			1424.66			1541.41			1642.14			-314.24			-139.32			112.23			-273.87			-63.89			189.20			12596.54			19411.25			98746.51			577099.16			2750828.28			10114033.17			78.95			376.31			1383.59			8.89			19.40			37.20			-7.36			-3.29			21.29


			92			439			1539			1539.00			1625.00			1690.00			1470.39			1574.84			1661.28			-265.34			-83.59			103.14			-270.46			-71.77			154.77			6988.05			10637.98			70407.30			584087.21			2761466.26			10184440.47			78.07			369.08			1361.19			8.84			19.21			36.89			-7.33			-3.74			17.52


			93			571			1557			1539.00			1557.00			1690.00			1497.84			1567.71			1672.77			-219.61			17.84			122.28			-250.12			-35.93			141.78			318.38			14953.46			48226.90			584405.59			2776419.72			10232667.37			76.33			362.65			1336.56			8.74			19.04			36.56			-6.84			-1.89			16.23


			94			521			1531			1531.00			1539.00			1557.00			1511.10			1556.22			1626.46			-59.16			28.71			141.77			-173.74			-10.07			141.78			824.03			3500.35			20098.91			585229.63			2779920.07			10252766.28			74.72			354.94			1309.09			8.64			18.84			36.18			-4.80			-0.53			16.40


			95			333			1425			1425.00			1531.00			1557.00			1476.66			1546.13			1598.68			-45.90			25.22			201.46			-122.60			4.05			165.65			636.23			2106.65			40587.09			585865.85			2782026.72			10293353.37			73.14			347.32			1285.06			8.55			18.64			35.85			-3.42			0.22			19.37


			96			547			1401			1401.00			1425.00			1531.00			1446.40			1497.68			1571.61			-54.34			121.13			197.68			-95.30			50.88			178.46			2952.72			14673.48			39076.36			588818.58			2796700.20			10332429.73			71.89			341.48			1261.59			8.48			18.48			35.52			-2.68			2.75			21.05


			97			558			1438			1401.00			1425.00			1438.00			1428.24			1468.61			1518.16			8.40			72.68			170.61			-53.82			59.60			175.32			70.50			5282.45			29106.56			588889.08			2801982.66			10361536.29			70.34			334.68			1237.64			8.39			18.29			35.18			-1.53			3.26			20.90


			98			455			1560			1401.00			1438.00			1560.00			1417.34			1456.36			1534.90			-131.76			30.61			117.16			-85.00			48.00			152.06			936.87			13727.37			17361.23			589825.95			2815710.03			10378897.52			68.94			329.09			1213.05			8.30			18.14			34.83			-2.44			2.65			18.31


			99			586			1599			1438.00			1560.00			1599.00			1425.61			1497.82			1560.54			-181.66			-103.64			96.90			-123.66			-12.65			129.99			9389.29			10740.22			32999.34			599215.23			2826450.25			10411896.86			68.54			323.32			1191.02			8.28			17.98			34.51			-3.58			-0.70			15.70


			100			592			1633			1560.00			1599.00			1633.00			1479.36			1538.29			1589.52			-207.39			-101.18			0.54			-157.15			-48.06			78.21			0.29			10237.60			43012.41			599215.52			2836687.85			10454909.27			67.10			317.66			1170.76			8.19			17.82			34.22			-4.59			-2.70			9.55


			101			582			1760			1599.00			1633.00			1760.00			1527.22			1576.17			1657.71			-280.64			-94.71			-9.48			-206.55			-66.72			43.14			89.81			8969.72			78756.90			599305.33			2845657.57			10533666.17			65.71			312.02			1155.01			8.11			17.66			33.99			-6.08			-3.78			5.32


			102			415			1589			1589.00			1633.00			1760.00			1551.93			1598.90			1698.63			-232.78			-56.83			68.71			-217.04			-62.76			53.37			3229.10			4721.62			54187.44			602534.43			2850379.18			10587853.61			64.71			306.10			1137.01			8.04			17.50			33.72			-6.44			-3.59			6.63


			103			289			1286			1286.00			1589.00			1760.00			1445.56			1594.94			1723.18			-208.07			9.90			412.63			-213.45			-33.70			197.07			98.11			43292.78			170262.22			602632.54			2893671.97			10758115.83			63.39			304.40			1131.72			7.96			17.45			33.64			-6.34			-1.93			24.75


			104			451			1155			1155.00			1286.00			1589.00			1329.34			1471.37			1669.51			-143.44			308.94			568.18			-185.45			103.36			345.51			20575.47			95445.74			322825.16			623208.00			2989117.71			11080940.99			64.24			308.09			1142.13			8.01			17.55			33.80			-5.49			5.89			43.11


			105			478			1218			1155.00			1218.00			1286.00			1259.60			1370.02			1516.10			43.34			253.37			514.51			-93.93			163.36			413.11			1877.93			64194.21			264716.66			625085.93			3053311.92			11345657.65			63.14			308.42			1146.03			7.95			17.56			33.85			-2.77			9.30			51.99


			106			448			1377			1155.00			1218.00			1377.00			1217.76			1309.21			1460.46			-117.40			152.02			361.10			-103.32			158.83			392.31			13782.51			23109.92			130395.91			638868.44			3076421.83			11476053.56			63.25			304.60			1136.24			7.95			17.45			33.71			-3.07			9.10			49.33


			107			284			1210			1210.00			1218.00			1377.00			1214.66			1272.73			1427.08			-159.24			91.21			250.46			-125.69			131.78			335.57			8319.57			25357.18			62731.34			647188.01			3101779.01			11538784.90			62.82			301.09			1120.05			7.93			17.35			33.47			-3.76			7.59			42.34


			108			484			1216			1210.00			1216.00			1377.00			1212.79			1250.04			1407.05			-162.34			56.73			217.08			-140.35			101.76			288.17			3217.95			26355.45			47122.57			650405.97			3128134.46			11585907.47			61.91			297.75			1102.79			7.87			17.26			33.21			-4.23			5.90			36.63
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20-Mar-2001 12-13-39


			Period			Events			Events			Input TPD									Updated Ave									Error									Bias									Error^2									Sum Error^2									Variance									Std Deviation									ETS


									Sum			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c


			1			50			0


			2			30			0


			3			80			160


			4			38			148


			5			40			158			148.00			158.00			160.00			148.00			158.00			160.00												-1.00			0.00			1.00


			6			38			116			116.00			148.00			158.00			135.20			154.00			159.20			-10.00			10.00			44.00			-4.60			4.00			18.20			100.00			100.00			1936.00			100.00			100.00			1936.00


			7			37			115			115.00			116.00			158.00			127.12			138.80			158.72			-22.80			38.00			44.20			-11.88			17.60			28.60			519.84			1444.00			1953.64			619.84			1544.00			3889.64			309.92			772.00			1944.82			17.60			27.78			44.10			-0.27			0.63			1.62


			8			48			123			115.00			116.00			123.00			122.27			129.68			144.43			4.12			22.80			43.72			-5.48			19.68			34.65			16.97			519.84			1911.44			636.81			2063.84			5801.08			106.14			343.97			966.85			10.30			18.55			31.09			-0.18			1.06			3.36


			9			35			120			115.00			120.00			123.00			119.36			125.81			135.86			-0.73			9.68			29.43			-3.58			15.68			32.56			0.53			93.70			866.24			637.34			2157.54			6667.32			53.11			179.80			555.61			7.29			13.41			23.57			-0.15			1.17			4.47


			10			40			123			120.00			123.00			123.00			119.62			124.68			130.72			-3.64			2.81			15.86			-3.60			10.53			25.88			7.88			13.23			251.51			645.23			2170.77			6918.84			32.26			108.54			345.94			5.68			10.42			18.60			-0.19			1.01			4.56


			11			43			118			118.00			120.00			123.00			118.97			122.81			127.63			-3.38			4.68			12.72			-3.51			8.19			20.61			11.44			21.95			161.68			656.67			2192.72			7080.52			21.89			73.09			236.02			4.68			8.55			15.36			-0.23			0.96			4.41


			12			10			93			93.00			118.00			123.00			108.58			120.89			125.78			-4.03			4.81			34.63			-3.72			6.84			26.22			16.23			23.14			1199.19			672.90			2215.86			8279.71			16.02			52.76			197.14			4.00			7.26			14.04			-0.26			0.94			6.55


			13			28			81			81.00			93.00			118.00			97.55			109.73			122.67			-9.42			27.89			44.78			-6.00			15.26			33.64			88.69			777.66			2005.03			761.59			2993.52			10284.74			13.60			53.46			183.66			3.69			7.31			13.55			-0.44			2.09			9.12


			14			50			88			81.00			88.00			93.00			90.93			101.04			110.80			4.55			21.73			41.67			-1.78			17.85			36.85			20.70			472.28			1736.10			782.29			3465.80			12020.84			10.87			48.14			166.96			3.30			6.94			12.92			-0.14			2.57			11.18


			15			50			128			81.00			88.00			128.00			86.96			95.82			117.68			-37.07			13.04			29.80			-15.90			15.92			34.03			170.02			888.04			1374.21			952.31			4353.83			13395.05			10.58			48.38			148.83			3.25			6.96			12.20			-1.30			2.29			10.46


			16			118			218			88.00			128.00			218.00			87.37			108.69			157.81			-131.04			-32.18			29.68			-61.95			-3.32			32.29			880.90			1035.33			17172.06			1833.21			5389.16			30567.11			16.67			48.99			277.88			4.08			7.00			16.67			-3.72			-0.47			7.91


			17			115			283			128.00			218.00			283.00			103.62			152.42			207.88			-195.63			-109.31			29.81			-115.42			-45.71			31.30			888.52			11947.78			38269.26			2721.73			17336.94			68836.37			20.62			131.34			521.49			4.54			11.46			22.84			-5.05			-3.99			6.89


			18			122			355			218.00			283.00			355.00			149.37			204.65			266.73			-251.38			-130.58			-10.12			-169.80			-79.66			14.73			102.32			17052.06			63189.49			2824.04			34389.00			132025.86			18.10			220.44			846.32			4.25			14.85			29.09			-5.84			-5.37			3.46


			19			60			297			283.00			297.00			355.00			202.82			241.59			302.04			-205.63			-92.35			-16.27			-184.13			-84.74			2.33			264.68			8528.55			42281.69			3088.73			42917.55			174307.54			16.97			235.81			957.73			4.12			15.36			30.95			-5.95			-5.52			0.57


			20			38			220			220.00			297.00			355.00			209.69			263.75			323.22			-152.18			-55.41			82.04			-171.35			-73.01			34.21			3070.28			6730.32			23157.25			6159.00			49647.87			197464.79			29.33			236.42			940.31			5.42			15.38			30.66			-5.59			-4.75			6.32


			21			52			150			150.00			220.00			297.00			185.82			246.25			312.73			-87.31			43.75			173.22			-137.73			-26.30			89.82			1914.41			7622.17			30006.25			8073.41			57270.04			227471.04			33.64			238.63			947.80			5.80			15.45			30.79			-4.47			-1.70			15.49


			22			30			120			120.00			150.00			220.00			159.49			207.75			275.64			-34.18			96.25			192.73			-96.31			22.72			130.98			1168.48			9264.52			37146.34			9241.89			66534.56			264617.39			33.98			244.61			972.86			5.83			15.64			31.19			-3.09			1.45			22.47


			23			29			111			111.00			120.00			150.00			140.09			172.65			225.38			9.49			87.75			164.64			-53.99			48.73			144.45			90.06			7700.31			27106.44			9331.96			74234.87			291723.82			30.50			242.60			953.35			5.52			15.58			30.88			-1.75			3.13			26.16


			24			77			136			111.00			120.00			136.00			128.46			151.59			189.63			4.09			52.65			114.38			-30.76			50.30			132.42			16.76			2772.11			13083.74			9348.72			77006.98			304807.56			27.34			225.17			891.25			5.23			15.01			29.85			-1.03			3.35			25.33


			25			50			156			111.00			136.00			156.00			121.47			145.35			176.18			-27.54			15.59			78.63			-29.47			36.42			110.91			243.06			758.65			6182.76			9591.78			77765.63			310990.32			25.24			204.65			818.40			5.02			14.31			28.61			-1.03			2.55			22.07


			26			47			174			136.00			156.00			174.00			127.28			149.61			175.31			-52.53			-10.65			40.18			-38.69			17.59			82.61			113.33			1614.30			2758.99			9705.11			79379.92			313749.32			23.11			189.00			747.02			4.81			13.75			27.33			-1.42			1.28			17.19


			27			110			207			156.00			174.00			207.00			138.77			159.37			187.98			-79.72			-24.39			19.31			-55.10			0.80			57.29			372.76			594.75			6354.59			10077.87			79974.67			320103.90			21.81			173.11			692.87			4.67			13.16			26.32			-2.09			0.06			12.27


			28			50			207			174.00			207.00			207.00			152.86			178.42			195.59			-68.23			-47.63			13.98			-60.35			-18.57			39.97			195.56			2268.85			4655.25			10273.43			82243.52			324759.16			20.30			162.54			641.82			4.51			12.75			25.33			-2.38			-1.46			8.87


			29			62			222			207.00			207.00			222.00			174.52			189.85			206.15			-69.14			-28.58			-11.41			-63.87			-22.58			19.42			130.18			816.79			4780.01			10403.61			83060.31			329539.17			18.85			150.47			596.99			4.34			12.27			24.43			-2.61			-1.84			4.47


			30			52			164			164.00			207.00			222.00			170.31			196.71			212.49			-47.48			-17.15			42.15			-57.31			-20.40			28.51			294.04			1776.99			2254.60			10697.65			84837.29			331793.76			17.83			141.40			552.99			4.22			11.89			23.52			-2.44			-1.72			6.75


			31			82			196			164.00			196.00			222.00			167.79			196.43			216.30			-51.69			0.71			48.49			-55.06			-11.96			36.50			0.51			2351.53			2671.81			10698.15			87188.82			334465.57			16.46			134.14			514.56			4.06			11.58			22.68			-2.43			-1.03			9.00


			32			20			154			154.00			164.00			196.00			162.27			183.46			208.18			-28.21			32.43			62.30			-44.32			5.80			46.82			796.01			1051.50			3880.74			11494.17			88240.32			338346.31			16.37			125.70			481.97			4.05			11.21			21.95			-2.02			0.52			11.57


			33			10			112			112.00			154.00			196.00			142.16			171.67			203.31			-33.73			29.46			96.18			-40.09			15.26			66.56			867.66			1137.59			9250.08			12361.83			89377.92			347596.39			16.35			118.22			459.78			4.04			10.87			21.44			-1.87			1.40			16.46


			34			18			48			48.00			112.00			154.00			104.50			147.80			183.58			-11.84			59.67			155.31			-28.79			33.03			102.06			140.11			3560.95			24120.08			12501.94			92938.86			371716.47			15.40			114.46			457.78			3.92			10.70			21.40			-1.35			3.09			26.01


			35			55			83			48.00			83.00			112.00			81.90			121.88			154.95			-7.50			64.80			135.58			-20.27			45.74			115.47			56.28			4199.58			18382.98			12558.23			97138.45			390099.44			14.43			111.65			448.39			3.80			10.57			21.18			-0.96			4.33			30.39


			36			72			145			48.00			83.00			145.00			68.34			106.33			150.97			-63.10			38.88			106.95			-37.40			43.00			112.06			1511.85			3981.77			11438.37			14070.08			101120.22			401537.81			15.13			108.73			431.76			3.89			10.43			20.78			-1.80			4.12			28.81


			37			20			147			83.00			145.00			147.00			74.20			121.80			149.38			-78.66			-38.67			67.97			-53.91			10.33			94.43			1495.41			4619.95			6187.52			15565.48			105740.17			407725.33			15.69			106.59			411.01			3.96			10.32			20.27			-2.66			1.00			23.84


			38			22			114			114.00			145.00			147.00			90.12			131.08			148.43			-72.80			-23.20			35.38			-61.46			-3.08			70.81			538.35			1251.89			5299.33			16103.83			106992.06			413024.66			15.25			101.32			391.12			3.91			10.07			19.78			-3.11			-0.31			18.13


			39			40			82			82.00			114.00			147.00			86.87			124.25			147.86			-56.88			17.08			66.43			-59.63			4.98			69.06			291.68			3235.09			4412.85			16395.51			110227.15			417437.50			14.61			98.24			372.05			3.82			9.91			19.29			-3.09			0.50			18.07


			40			21			83			82.00			83.00			114.00			84.92			107.75			134.31			-27.13			41.25			65.86			-46.63			19.49			67.78			735.86			1701.33			4337.22			17131.37			111928.48			421774.72			14.40			94.06			354.43			3.79			9.70			18.83			-2.48			2.01			17.86


			41			25			86			82.00			83.00			86.00			83.75			97.85			114.99			-1.08			24.75			52.31			-28.41			21.59			61.59			1.16			612.48			2736.81			17132.53			112540.96			424511.53			13.60			89.32			336.91			3.69			9.45			18.36			-1.55			2.28			16.70


			42			5			51			51.00			83.00			86.00			70.65			91.91			103.39			-2.25			14.85			63.99			-17.94			18.89			62.55			5.04			220.49			4094.56			17137.57			112761.45			428606.09			12.87			84.66			321.78			3.59			9.20			17.94			-1.00			2.05			17.44
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			Period			Events			Events			Input TPD									Updated Ave									Error									Bias									Error^2									Sum Error^2									Variance									Std Deviation									ETS


									Sum			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c


			1			4			0


			2			8			0


			3			9			21


			4			15			32


			5			7			31			21.00			31.00			32.00			21.00			31.00			32.00												-1.00			0.00			1.00


			6			14			36			31.00			32.00			36.00			25.00			31.40			33.60			-15.00			-1.00			1.00			-6.60			-0.40			1.00			1.00			1.00			225.00			1.00			1.00			225.00


			7			16			37			31.00			36.00			37.00			27.40			33.24			34.96			-12.00			-4.60			2.60			-8.76			-2.08			1.64			6.76			21.16			144.00			7.76			22.16			369.00			3.88			11.08			184.50			1.97			3.33			13.58			-0.64			-0.62			0.83


			8			11			41			36.00			37.00			41.00			30.84			34.74			37.38			-13.60			-3.76			-1.04			-10.70			-2.75			0.57			1.08			14.14			184.96			8.84			36.30			553.96			1.47			6.05			92.33			1.21			2.46			9.61			-1.12			-1.11			0.47


			9			9			36			36.00			37.00			41.00			32.90			35.65			38.83			-10.16			-2.26			1.38			-10.48			-2.55			0.89			1.89			5.09			103.23			10.73			41.39			657.19			0.89			3.45			54.77			0.95			1.86			7.40			-1.42			-1.38			0.94


			10			7			27			27.00			36.00			41.00			30.54			35.79			39.70			-8.10			-0.35			11.83			-9.53			-1.67			5.26			0.13			65.55			139.84			10.86			106.93			797.03			0.54			5.35			39.85			0.74			2.31			6.31			-1.51			-0.72			7.14


			11			12			28			27.00			28.00			36.00			29.13			32.67			38.22			-5.46			7.79			12.70			-7.90			2.11			8.24			29.79			60.65			161.17			40.65			167.58			958.20			1.35			5.59			31.94			1.16			2.36			5.65			-1.40			0.89			7.08


			12			21			40			27.00			28.00			40.00			28.28			30.80			38.93			-10.87			4.67			11.22			-9.09			3.14			9.43			21.83			118.26			125.83			62.48			285.84			1084.03			1.49			6.81			25.81			1.22			2.61			5.08			-1.79			1.20			7.73


			13			20			53			28.00			40.00			53.00			28.17			34.48			44.56			-24.72			-9.20			10.93			-15.34			-1.80			10.03			84.57			119.47			611.31			147.05			405.31			1695.34			2.63			7.24			30.27			1.62			2.69			5.50			-2.79			-0.67			6.19


			14			10			51			40.00			51.00			53.00			32.90			41.09			47.93			-24.83			-16.52			4.56			-19.14			-7.69			7.84			20.78			272.84			616.77			167.83			678.15			2312.11			2.33			9.42			32.11			1.53			3.07			5.67			-3.38			-2.50			5.14


			15			12			42			42.00			51.00			53.00			36.54			45.05			49.96			-20.10			-9.91			5.93			-19.52			-8.58			7.08			35.22			98.22			404.05			203.05			776.37			2716.16			2.26			8.63			30.18			1.50			2.94			5.49			-3.55			-2.92			4.71


			16			14			36			36.00			42.00			51.00			36.32			43.83			50.38			-14.46			3.05			13.96			-17.50			-3.92			9.83			9.32			194.91			209.11			212.38			971.28			2925.26			1.93			8.83			26.59			1.39			2.97			5.16			-3.39			-1.32			7.08


			17			13			39			36.00			39.00			42.00			36.19			41.90			47.03			-5.68			4.83			14.38			-12.77			-0.42			11.65			23.35			32.22			206.69			235.73			1003.50			3131.95			1.79			7.60			23.73			1.34			2.76			4.87			-2.62			-0.15			8.72


			18			13			40			36.00			39.00			40.00			36.12			40.74			44.22			-3.81			2.90			11.03			-9.18			0.91			11.40			8.41			14.48			121.57			244.13			1017.98			3253.52			1.56			6.53			20.86			1.25			2.55			4.57			-2.01			0.35			9.11


			19			12			38			38.00			39.00			40.00			36.87			40.04			42.53			-3.88			1.74			6.22			-7.06			1.24			9.33			3.03			15.08			38.63			247.16			1033.07			3292.15			1.36			5.68			18.09			1.17			2.38			4.25			-1.66			0.52			8.00


			20			10			35			35.00			38.00			40.00			36.12			39.23			41.52			-3.13			2.04			7.53			-5.49			1.56			8.61			4.18			9.80			56.69			251.34			1042.86			3348.85			1.20			4.97			15.95			1.09			2.23			3.99			-1.37			0.70			7.87


			21			12			34			34.00			35.00			38.00			35.27			37.54			40.11			-1.88			4.23			7.52			-4.05			2.63			8.17			3.53			17.86			56.51			254.86			1060.72			3405.36			1.06			4.42			14.19			1.03			2.10			3.77			-1.07			1.25			7.93


			22			16			38			34.00			35.00			38.00			34.76			36.52			39.27			-2.73			2.54			6.11			-3.52			2.59			7.35			6.43			7.44			37.34			261.29			1068.16			3442.70			0.96			3.93			12.66			0.98			1.98			3.56			-0.99			1.31			7.50


			23			10			38			34.00			38.00			38.00			34.46			37.11			38.76			-3.24			-1.48			5.27			-3.41			0.96			6.51			2.19			10.47			27.73			263.48			1078.63			3470.43			0.86			3.52			11.34			0.93			1.88			3.37			-1.01			0.51			7.02


			24			15			41			38.00			38.00			41.00			35.88			37.47			39.66			-6.54			-0.89			0.76			-4.66			0.22			4.21			0.58			0.79			42.79			264.06			1079.42			3513.23			0.77			3.16			10.27			0.88			1.78			3.21			-1.45			0.13			4.79


			25			23			48			38.00			41.00			48.00			36.73			38.88			42.99			-12.12			-3.53			1.66			-7.65			-1.28			3.19			2.74			12.48			147.02			266.80			1091.90			3660.24			0.70			2.87			9.63			0.84			1.70			3.10			-2.46			-0.75			3.81


			26			16			54			41.00			48.00			54.00			38.44			42.53			47.40			-17.27			-9.12			1.99			-11.50			-4.42			2.71			3.97			83.16			298.43			270.77			1175.06			3958.67			0.64			2.80			9.43			0.80			1.67			3.07			-3.75			-2.64			3.38


			27			14			53			48.00			53.00			54.00			42.26			46.72			50.04			-15.56			-10.47			-0.60			-13.12			-6.84			1.39			0.36			109.65			242.27			271.14			1284.71			4200.94			0.59			2.78			9.09			0.77			1.67			3.02			-4.35			-4.10			1.81


			28			19			49			49.00			53.00			54.00			44.96			49.23			51.62			-11.74			-6.28			1.04			-12.57			-6.62			1.25			1.08			39.48			137.80			272.21			1324.19			4338.74			0.54			2.62			8.57			0.73			1.62			2.93			-4.29			-4.09			1.70


			29			9			42			42.00			49.00			53.00			43.77			49.14			52.17			-8.04			0.23			9.62			-10.76			-3.88			4.60			0.05			64.70			92.59			272.27			1388.89			4431.34			0.49			2.52			8.03			0.70			1.59			2.83			-3.80			-2.44			6.55


			30			20			48			42.00			48.00			49.00			43.06			48.68			50.90			-5.23			1.14			10.17			-8.55			-1.87			6.83			1.30			27.31			103.50			273.56			1416.20			4534.84			0.46			2.36			7.56			0.68			1.54			2.75			-3.11			-1.22			10.11


			31			20			49			42.00			48.00			49.00			42.64			48.41			50.14			-5.94			0.68			8.90			-7.50			-0.85			7.66			0.47			35.23			79.28			274.03			1451.43			4614.12			0.42			2.23			7.10			0.65			1.49			2.66			-2.82			-0.57			11.79


			32			11			51			48.00			49.00			51.00			44.78			48.65			50.49			-8.36			-0.59			2.14			-7.85			-0.75			5.45			0.35			4.59			69.91			274.38			1456.02			4684.03			0.39			2.07			6.67			0.63			1.44			2.58			-3.04			-0.52			8.72


			33			13			44			44.00			49.00			51.00			44.47			48.79			50.69			-6.22			-0.35			6.49			-7.19			-0.59			5.87			0.13			38.65			42.06			274.50			1494.67			4726.09			0.36			1.98			6.25			0.60			1.41			2.50			-2.88			-0.42			9.73


			34			12			36			36.00			44.00			51.00			41.08			46.87			50.81			-6.53			4.79			14.69			-6.93			1.56			9.40			22.92			42.64			215.83			297.42			1537.31			4941.93			0.37			1.89			6.09			0.61			1.38			2.47			-2.81			1.13			15.52


			35			9			34			34.00			36.00			44.00			38.25			42.52			48.09			-2.92			10.87			16.81			-5.32			5.29			12.36			8.52			118.21			282.74			305.94			1655.52			5224.67			0.35			1.90			6.01			0.59			1.38			2.45			-2.17			3.83			20.85


			36			18			39			34.00			36.00			39.00			36.55			39.91			44.45			-0.75			6.52			14.09			-3.49			5.78			13.05			0.56			42.56			198.50			306.50			1698.08			5423.16			0.33			1.83			5.83			0.57			1.35			2.41			-1.45			4.28			22.74


			37			12			39			34.00			39.00			39.00			35.53			39.55			42.27			-2.45			0.91			10.45			-3.08			3.83			12.01			0.84			6.00			109.27			307.34			1704.08			5532.43			0.31			1.72			5.58			0.56			1.31			2.36			-1.30			2.93			21.58





&L&BData Source:&B My Datasource&R&BDate:&B &D &BTime:&B &T
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			-1.8865606201


			-0.5346823777


			0.2170683744


			2.7534280634


			3.2578679631


			2.6461632968


			-0.7036157501


			-2.6967145956


			-3.7772178065


			-3.5873496263


			-1.931302792


			5.8885759938


			9.3021503671


			9.1003218047


			7.5945818098


			5.8972184045





Year + 1 :  1900  to  2007


ETS Mode





Chart2


			1146


			1179.2


			1267.92


			1350.352


			1402.2112


			1430.92672


			1432.556032


			1433.5336192


			1435.72017152


			1437.032102912


			1407.8192617472


			1331.8915570483


			1286.334934229


			1298.2009605374


			1408.9205763224


			1475.3523457935


			1412.4114074761


			1374.6468444857


			1418.3881066914


			1444.6328640148


			1402.3797184089


			1377.0278310453


			1379.8166986272


			1381.4900191763


			1333.2940115058


			1298.7764069035


			1283.6658441421


			1277.3995064852


			1320.8397038912


			1373.3038223347


			1404.7822934008


			1412.0693760405


			1393.6416256243


			1381.3849753746


			1322.4309852247


			1287.0585911349


			1263.4351546809


			1265.6610928085


			1264.1966556851


			1275.7179934111


			1270.2307960467


			1231.338477628


			1163.2030865768


			1122.3218519461


			1224.1931111676


			1296.1158667006


			1400.4695200204


			1535.8817120122


			1622.7290272073


			1669.2374163244


			1615.9424497946


			1583.9654698768


			1605.1792819261


			1678.7075691556


			1722.8245414934


			1688.894724896


			1612.5368349376


			1559.9221009626


			1535.1532605775


			1523.4919563465


			1549.2951738079


			1564.7771042848


			1489.6662625708


			1396.9997575425


			1341.3998545255


			1308.8399127153


			1321.3039476292


			1417.1823685775


			1474.7094211465


			1523.2256526879


			1569.9353916127


			1660.3612349677


			1723.4167409806


			1761.2500445883


			1706.750026753


			1639.2500160518


			1565.9500096311


			1505.1700057786


			1419.1020034672


			1367.4612020803


			1406.0767212482


			1455.6460327489


			1485.3876196493


			1480.4325717896


			1477.4595430738


			1485.6757258443


			1541.4054355066


			1574.8432613039


			1567.7059567824


			1556.2235740694


			1546.1341444417


			1497.680486665


			1468.608291999


			1456.3649751994


			1497.8189851196


			1538.2913910718


			1576.1748346431


			1598.9049007858


			1594.9429404715


			1471.3657642829


			1370.0194585697


			1309.2116751419


			1272.7270050851


			1250.0362030511





0 0 1034 1146


Year 1900 + 1


Smoothed Three Year Rainfall Sum





Scatter 1


			1146


			1179.2


			1267.92


			1350.352


			1402.2112


			1430.92672


			1432.556032


			1433.5336192


			1435.72017152


			1437.032102912


			1407.8192617472


			1331.8915570483


			1286.334934229


			1298.2009605374


			1408.9205763224


			1475.3523457935


			1412.4114074761


			1374.6468444857


			1418.3881066914


			1444.6328640148


			1402.3797184089


			1377.0278310453


			1379.8166986272


			1381.4900191763


			1333.2940115058


			1298.7764069035


			1283.6658441421


			1277.3995064852


			1320.8397038912


			1373.3038223347


			1404.7822934008


			1412.0693760405


			1393.6416256243


			1381.3849753746


			1322.4309852247


			1287.0585911349


			1263.4351546809


			1265.6610928085


			1264.1966556851


			1275.7179934111


			1270.2307960467


			1231.338477628


			1163.2030865768


			1122.3218519461


			1224.1931111676


			1296.1158667006


			1400.4695200204


			1535.8817120122


			1622.7290272073


			1669.2374163244


			1615.9424497946


			1583.9654698768


			1605.1792819261


			1678.7075691556


			1722.8245414934


			1688.894724896


			1612.5368349376


			1559.9221009626


			1535.1532605775


			1523.4919563465


			1549.2951738079


			1564.7771042848


			1489.6662625708


			1396.9997575425


			1341.3998545255


			1308.8399127153


			1321.3039476292


			1417.1823685775


			1474.7094211465


			1523.2256526879


			1569.9353916127


			1660.3612349677


			1723.4167409806


			1761.2500445883


			1706.750026753


			1639.2500160518


			1565.9500096311


			1505.1700057786


			1419.1020034672


			1367.4612020803


			1406.0767212482


			1455.6460327489


			1485.3876196493


			1480.4325717896


			1477.4595430738


			1485.6757258443


			1541.4054355066


			1574.8432613039


			1567.7059567824


			1556.2235740694


			1546.1341444417


			1497.680486665


			1468.608291999


			1456.3649751994


			1497.8189851196


			1538.2913910718


			1576.1748346431


			1598.9049007858


			1594.9429404715


			1471.3657642829


			1370.0194585697


			1309.2116751419


			1272.7270050851


			1250.0362030511





0 0 1034 1146


Year (starting at 1900)


Updated Average Mode





29-Aug-2008 10-42-17


			Period			Events			Events			Input TPD									Updated Ave									Error									Bias									Error^2									Sum Error^2									Variance									Std Deviation									ETS


									Sum			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c			a			b			c


			1			413			0																																																																														0.00


			2			365			0																																																																														0.00


			3			256			1034																																																																														0.00


			4			525			1146																																																																														0.00


			5			448			1229			1034.00			1146.00			1229.00			1034.00			1146.00			1229.00												-1.00			0.00			1.00																																										0.00


			6			428			1401			1146.00			1229.00			1401.00			1078.80			1179.20			1297.80			-367.00			-83.00			83.00			-147.40			-33.20			33.80			6889.00			6889.00			134689.00			6889.00			6889.00			134689.00																								0.00


			7			610			1486			1229.00			1401.00			1486.00			1138.88			1267.92			1373.08			-407.20			-221.80			68.80			-251.32			-108.64			47.80			4733.44			49195.24			165811.84			11622.44			56084.24			300500.84			5811.22			28042.12			150250.42			76.23			167.46			387.62			-0.65			-0.65			0.63


			8			436			1474			1401.00			1474.00			1486.00			1243.73			1350.35			1418.25			-347.12			-206.08			-27.92			-289.64			-147.62			17.51			779.53			42468.97			120492.29			12401.97			98553.21			420993.13			2066.99			16425.53			70165.52			45.46			128.16			264.89			-1.15			-1.09			0.39


			9			434			1480			1474.00			1480.00			1486.00			1335.84			1402.21			1445.35			-242.27			-129.65			-55.75			-270.69			-140.43			-11.79			3108.29			16808.60			58695.72			15510.25			115361.81			479688.86			1292.52			9613.48			39974.07			35.95			98.05			199.94			-1.43			-1.35			-0.33


			10			482			1352			1352.00			1474.00			1480.00			1342.30			1430.93			1459.21			-144.16			-71.79			93.35			-220.08			-112.97			30.26			5153.63			8714.00			20783.03			20663.88			124075.81			500471.88			1033.19			6203.79			25023.59			32.14			78.76			158.19			-1.43			-1.39			0.94


			11			519			1435			1352.00			1435.00			1480.00			1346.18			1432.56			1467.53			-137.70			-4.07			107.21			-187.13			-69.41			61.04			16.59			11493.83			18960.72			20680.48			135569.64			519432.60			689.35			4518.99			17314.42			26.26			67.22			131.58			-1.42			-1.03			2.32


			12			521			1522			1352.00			1435.00			1522.00			1348.51			1433.53			1489.32			-175.82			-2.44			115.53			-182.60			-42.63			82.84			5.97			13346.16			30912.23			20686.45			148915.80			550344.84			492.53			3545.61			13103.45			22.19			59.55			114.47			-1.60			-0.72			3.73


			13			399			1439			1435.00			1439.00			1522.00			1383.11			1435.72			1502.39			-173.49			-5.47			54.32			-178.96			-27.76			71.43			29.88			2950.16			30099.21			20716.33			151865.95			580444.05			369.93			2711.89			10365.07			19.23			52.08			101.81			-1.76			-0.53			3.71


			14			444			1364			1364.00			1439.00			1522.00			1375.46			1437.03			1510.23			-138.89			-3.28			138.39			-162.93			-17.97			98.21			10.76			19151.57			19291.75			20727.09			171017.52			599735.80			287.88			2375.24			8329.66			16.97			48.74			91.27			-1.79			-0.37			5.79


			15			375			1218			1218.00			1364.00			1439.00			1312.48			1407.82			1481.74			-63.54			73.03			292.23			-123.17			18.43			175.82			4036.93			5333.69			85400.43			24764.02			176351.21			685136.23			275.16			1959.46			7612.62			16.59			44.27			87.25			-1.41			0.42			10.60


			16			332			1151			1151.00			1218.00			1364.00			1247.89			1331.89			1434.64			-51.52			189.82			330.74			-94.51			86.99			237.79			2654.53			36031.35			109389.02			27418.55			212382.56			794525.26			249.26			1930.75			7222.96			15.79			43.94			84.99			-1.11			1.98			15.06


			17			609			1316			1151.00			1218.00			1316.00			1209.13			1286.33			1387.19			-68.11			113.89			283.64			-83.95			97.75			256.13			4639.42			12971.29			80453.96			32057.96			225353.85			874979.21			242.86			1707.23			6628.63			15.58			41.32			81.42			-1.03			2.37			16.44


			18			634			1575			1151.00			1316.00			1575.00			1185.88			1298.20			1462.31			-365.87			-29.67			236.19			-196.72			46.78			248.15			880.02			55784.03			133859.36			32937.98			281137.89			1008838.58			211.14			1802.17			6466.91			14.53			42.45			80.42			-2.45			1.10			17.08


			19			377			1620			1316.00			1575.00			1620.00			1237.93			1408.92			1525.39			-434.12			-276.80			146.31			-291.68			-82.65			207.42			21407.16			76617.71			188460.85			54345.14			357755.59			1197299.43			298.60			1965.69			6578.57			17.28			44.34			81.11			-3.60			-1.86			12.00


			20			307			1318			1318.00			1575.00			1620.00			1269.96			1475.35			1563.23			-382.07			-166.08			207.39			-327.84			-116.02			207.40			27582.37			43009.42			145979.37			81927.52			400765.01			1343278.79			390.13			1908.40			6396.57			19.75			43.69			79.98			-4.10			-2.66			10.50


			21			561			1245			1245.00			1318.00			1620.00			1259.97			1412.41			1585.94			-350.04			157.35			318.23			-336.72			-6.67			251.74			24759.76			101271.78			122530.44			106687.28			502036.79			1465809.23			444.53			2091.82			6107.54			21.08			45.74			78.15			-4.31			-0.15			11.94


			22			616			1484			1245.00			1318.00			1484.00			1253.98			1374.65			1545.16			-224.03			94.41			340.94			-291.64			33.76			287.42			8913.51			50187.69			116239.65			115600.79			552224.48			1582048.88			425.00			2030.24			5816.36			20.62			45.06			76.27			-3.82			0.75			13.94


			23			332			1509			1245.00			1484.00			1509.00			1250.39			1418.39			1530.70			-255.02			-109.35			300.16			-276.99			-23.48			292.52			11958.11			65032.98			90098.20			127558.90			617257.46			1672147.08			416.86			2017.18			5464.53			20.42			44.91			73.92			-3.75			-0.52			14.33


			24			391			1339			1339.00			1484.00			1509.00			1285.83			1444.63			1522.02			-258.61			-65.61			191.70			-269.64			-40.34			252.19			4304.92			36748.19			66878.82			131863.82			654005.65			1739025.90			385.57			1912.30			5084.87			19.64			43.73			71.31			-3.78			-0.92			12.84


			25			556			1279			1279.00			1339.00			1509.00			1283.10			1402.38			1516.81			-223.17			105.63			243.02			-251.05			18.05			248.52			11158.30			49802.90			59058.19			143022.13			703808.55			1798084.08			376.37			1852.13			4731.80			19.40			43.04			68.79			-3.65			0.42			12.81


			26			437			1384			1279.00			1339.00			1384.00			1281.46			1377.03			1463.69			-100.90			63.38			237.81			-190.99			36.18			244.24			4016.99			10180.69			56554.23			147039.11			713989.23			1854638.32			350.09			1699.97			4415.81			18.71			41.23			66.45			-2.87			0.88			13.05


			27			452			1445			1279.00			1384.00			1445.00			1280.48			1379.82			1456.21			-163.54			-6.97			184.69			-180.01			18.92			220.42			48.61			26745.21			34109.22			147087.73			740734.44			1888747.53			318.37			1603.32			4088.20			17.84			40.04			63.94			-2.82			0.47			12.35


			28			358			1247			1247.00			1384.00			1445.00			1267.09			1381.49			1451.73			-164.52			-4.18			209.21			-173.82			9.68			215.93			17.50			27068.07			43769.70			147105.23			767802.52			1932517.23			290.72			1517.40			3819.20			17.05			38.95			61.80			-2.81			0.25			12.66


			29			451			1261			1247.00			1261.00			1445.00			1259.05			1333.29			1449.04			-177.91			120.49			204.73			-175.45			54.00			211.45			14517.84			31653.49			41913.25			161623.07			799456.00			1974430.47			292.80			1448.29			3576.87			17.11			38.06			59.81			-2.93			1.42			12.36


			30			344			1153			1153.00			1247.00			1261.00			1216.63			1298.78			1373.82			-1.95			86.29			296.04			-106.05			66.92			245.29			3.80			7446.66			87637.52			161626.87			806902.66			2062068.00			269.38			1344.84			3436.78			16.41			36.67			58.62			-1.81			1.82			14.94


			31			473			1268			1153.00			1261.00			1268.00			1191.18			1283.67			1331.49			-51.37			37.78			220.82			-84.18			55.26			235.50			1427.06			2638.79			48762.27			163053.92			809541.45			2110830.27			250.85			1245.45			3247.43			15.84			35.29			56.99			-1.48			1.57			14.87


			32			569			1386			1153.00			1268.00			1386.00			1175.91			1277.40			1353.30			-194.82			15.67			178.49			-128.44			39.42			212.70			245.42			31859.78			37955.41			163299.34			841401.23			2148785.68			232.62			1198.58			3060.95			15.25			34.62			55.33			-2.32			1.14			13.95


			33			410			1452			1268.00			1386.00			1452.00			1212.74			1320.84			1392.78			-276.09			-108.60			85.30			-187.50			-19.79			161.74			7275.38			11794.07			76227.28			170574.72			853195.30			2225012.96			225.63			1128.57			2943.14			15.02			33.59			54.25			-3.46			-0.59			10.77


			34			502			1481			1386.00			1452.00			1481.00			1282.05			1373.30			1428.07			-268.26			-131.16			6.78			-219.80			-64.34			99.75			45.93			17203.02			71961.14			170620.66			870398.32			2296974.10			210.12			1071.92			2828.79			14.50			32.74			53.19			-4.13			-1.97			6.88


			35			511			1423			1423.00			1452.00			1481.00			1338.43			1404.78			1449.24			-198.95			-78.70			5.07			-211.46			-70.08			61.88			25.67			6193.09			39582.47			170646.33			876591.41			2336556.57			196.15			1007.58			2685.70			14.01			31.74			51.82			-4.08			-2.21			4.42


			36			350			1363			1363.00			1423.00			1481.00			1348.26			1412.07			1461.94			-142.57			-18.22			86.24			-183.91			-49.34			71.62			331.88			7437.32			20326.79			170978.21			884028.73			2356883.36			183.85			950.57			2534.28			13.56			30.83			50.34			-3.65			-1.60			5.28


			37			505			1366			1363.00			1366.00			1423.00			1354.15			1393.64			1446.37			-74.74			46.07			98.94			-140.24			-11.17			82.55			2122.39			5586.55			9789.90			173100.60			889615.28			2366673.27			174.50			896.79			2385.76			13.21			29.95			48.84			-2.87			-0.37			6.25


			38			379			1234			1234.00			1363.00			1366.00			1306.09			1381.38			1414.22			-11.85			30.64			212.37			-88.88			5.55			134.48			140.33			938.91			45099.47			173240.93			890554.19			2411772.74			164.05			843.33			2283.88			12.81			29.04			47.79			-1.86			0.19			10.50


			39			344			1228			1228.00			1234.00			1366.00			1274.86			1322.43			1394.93			-59.91			147.38			186.22			-77.29			62.29			155.17			3588.92			21722.33			34677.82			176829.84			912276.52			2446450.56			157.60			813.08			2180.44			12.55			28.51			46.70			-1.66			2.18			12.36


			40			546			1269			1228.00			1234.00			1269.00			1256.11			1287.06			1344.56			5.86			88.43			166.93			-44.03			72.74			159.88			34.29			7820.04			27866.26			176864.13			920096.56			2474316.82			148.63			773.19			2079.26			12.19			27.81			45.60			-0.97			2.62			13.11


			41			294			1184			1184.00			1228.00			1269.00			1227.27			1263.44			1314.34			-12.89			59.06			160.56			-31.57			67.27			160.15			166.07			3487.92			25779.24			177030.20			923584.48			2500096.05			140.50			733.00			1984.20			11.85			27.07			44.54			-0.71			2.48			13.51


			42			453			1293			1184.00			1269.00			1293.00			1209.96			1265.66			1305.80			-65.73			-5.56			130.34			-45.24			38.14			148.22			30.97			4320.70			16987.34			177061.17			927905.18			2517083.39			132.93			696.63			1889.70			11.53			26.39			43.47			-1.04			1.44			12.86


			43			515			1262			1184.00			1262.00			1293.00			1199.58			1264.20			1300.68			-83.04			3.66			121.80			-60.36			24.35			137.66			13.40			6895.51			14835.55			177074.57			934800.69			2531918.94			125.94			664.87			1800.80			11.22			25.78			42.44			-1.42			0.94			12.27


			44			384			1352			1262.00			1293.00			1352.00			1224.55			1275.72			1321.21			-152.42			-28.80			38.68			-97.18			3.09			98.07			829.63			1496.20			23232.93			177904.20			936296.89			2555151.88			120.04			631.78			1724.12			10.96			25.14			41.52			-2.34			0.12			8.95


			45			274			1173			1173.00			1262.00			1352.00			1203.93			1270.23			1333.53			-127.45			13.72			148.21			-109.29			7.34			118.12			188.18			16244.55			21965.75			178092.39			952541.45			2577117.63			114.16			610.60			1652.00			10.68			24.71			40.64			-2.69			0.30			11.06


			46			400			1058			1058.00			1173.00			1352.00			1145.56			1231.34			1340.92			-148.07			97.23			275.53			-124.80			43.30			181.08			9453.83			21925.46			75914.07			187546.21			974466.90			2653031.70			114.36			594.19			1617.70			10.69			24.38			40.22			-3.10			1.78			16.93


			47			387			1061			1058.00			1061.00			1173.00			1110.53			1163.20			1273.75			-27.44			170.34			282.92			-85.86			94.11			221.82			753.14			29015.20			80040.92			188299.36			1003482.10			2733072.62			109.35			582.74			1587.15			10.46			24.14			39.84			-2.16			3.90			21.21


			48			590			1377			1058.00			1061.00			1377.00			1089.52			1122.32			1315.05			-266.47			102.20			215.75			-158.10			97.35			219.39			10445.47			46547.64			71004.18			198744.83			1050029.74			2804076.80			110.05			581.41			1552.64			10.49			24.11			39.40			-4.01			4.04			20.91


			49			427			1404			1061.00			1377.00			1404.00			1078.11			1224.19			1350.63			-314.48			-254.68			254.05			-220.65			-43.46			233.25			64541.11			64860.96			98897.45			263285.93			1114890.70			2902974.25			139.16			589.27			1534.34			11.80			24.27			39.17			-5.63			-1.79			19.77


			50			540			1557			1377.00			1404.00			1557.00			1197.67			1296.12			1433.18			-478.89			-179.81			-26.37			-323.95			-98.00			129.40			695.40			32330.52			229333.52			263981.33			1147221.22			3132307.77			133.32			579.40			1581.97			11.55			24.07			39.77			-8.14			-4.07			11.21


			51			803			1770			1404.00			1557.00			1770.00			1280.20			1400.47			1567.91			-572.33			-260.88			29.18			-423.30			-163.15			89.31			851.34			68060.53			327564.69			264832.67			1215281.75			3459872.46			127.94			587.09			1671.44			11.31			24.23			40.88			-10.35			-6.73			7.90


			52			396			1739			1557.00			1739.00			1770.00			1390.92			1535.88			1648.74			-489.80			-338.53			10.91			-449.90			-233.30			57.95			118.96			114602.89			239903.65			264951.63			1329884.64			3699776.11			122.55			615.12			1711.27			11.07			24.80			41.37			-10.88			-9.41			5.23


			53			554			1753			1739.00			1753.00			1770.00			1530.15			1622.73			1697.25			-379.08			-217.12			-90.26			-421.57			-226.83			-1.33			8146.14			47140.35			143701.47			273097.77			1377024.99			3843477.58			121.05			610.38			1703.67			11.00			24.71			41.28			-10.21			-9.18			-0.12


			54			431			1381			1381.00			1739.00			1753.00			1470.49			1669.24			1719.55			-222.85			-116.27			316.25			-342.08			-182.61			125.70			13518.94			49661.17			100011.79			286616.71			1426686.15			3943489.37			121.86			606.58			1676.65			11.04			24.63			40.95			-8.35			-7.41			11.39


			55			551			1536			1381.00			1536.00			1753.00			1434.69			1615.94			1732.93			-282.51			133.24			338.55			-318.25			-56.27			210.84			17752.21			79811.17			114614.64			304368.92			1506497.33			4058104.01			124.23			614.90			1656.37			11.15			24.80			40.70			-7.82			-2.27			18.92


			56			655			1637			1381.00			1536.00			1637.00			1413.22			1583.97			1694.56			-202.31			79.94			351.93			-271.87			-1.78			267.27			6390.80			40927.41			123853.81			310759.72			1547424.73			4181957.82			121.87			606.83			1639.98			11.04			24.63			40.50			-6.71			-0.07			24.21


			57			821			2027			1536.00			1637.00			2027.00			1462.33			1605.18			1827.53			-613.78			-53.03			158.56			-408.64			-22.28			223.79			2812.66			25140.39			376729.74			313572.38			1572565.13			4558687.56			118.24			592.97			1718.96			10.87			24.35			41.46			-9.86			-0.92			20.58


			58			313			1789			1637.00			1789.00			2027.00			1532.20			1678.71			1907.32			-564.67			-183.82			190.53			-471.05			-86.90			210.49			33790.06			36303.33			318852.08			347362.44			1608868.46			4877539.64			126.04			583.77			1769.79			11.23			24.16			42.07			-11.20			-3.60			18.75


			59			504			1638			1638.00			1789.00			2027.00			1574.52			1722.82			1955.19			-494.80			-110.29			269.32			-480.55			-96.26			234.02			12164.42			72533.59			244828.95			359526.86			1681402.04			5122368.58			125.62			587.49			1789.79			11.21			24.24			42.31			-11.36			-3.97			20.88


			60			506			1323			1323.00			1638.00			1789.00			1473.91			1688.89			1888.72			-214.48			84.82			632.19			-374.12			-23.82			393.29			7195.20			46002.17			399667.18			366722.06			1727404.21			5522035.76			123.48			581.62			1859.27			11.11			24.12			43.12			-8.68			-0.99			35.39


			61			488			1498			1323.00			1498.00			1638.00			1413.55			1612.54			1788.43			-164.09			190.89			565.72			-290.11			62.06			462.26			26925.10			36440.80			320033.93			393647.16			1763845.01			5842069.70			127.81			572.68			1896.78			11.31			23.93			43.55			-6.66			2.59			40.89


			62			487			1481			1323.00			1481.00			1498.00			1377.33			1559.92			1672.26			-84.45			131.54			465.43			-207.85			89.85			463.53			7132.35			17301.94			216624.39			400779.50			1781146.95			6058694.08			125.56			558.00			1898.09			11.21			23.62			43.57			-4.77			3.80			41.37


			63			531			1506			1481.00			1498.00			1506.00			1418.80			1535.15			1605.75			-128.67			61.92			191.26			-176.18			78.68			354.62			3834.35			16556.47			36579.45			404613.85			1797703.41			6095273.53			122.39			543.77			1843.70			11.06			23.32			42.94			-4.10			3.37			32.05


			64			570			1588			1481.00			1506.00			1588.00			1443.68			1523.49			1598.65			-169.20			29.15			124.75			-173.39			58.87			262.67			849.91			15563.69			28629.71			405463.76			1813267.11			6123903.24			118.49			529.89			1789.57			10.89			23.02			42.30			-4.10			2.56			24.13


			65			487			1588			1506.00			1588.00			1588.00			1468.61			1549.30			1594.39			-144.32			-64.51			92.65			-161.76			9.52			194.67			4161.29			8584.53			20828.81			409625.05			1821851.63			6144732.05			115.71			514.65			1735.80			10.76			22.69			41.66			-3.88			0.42			18.10


			66			320			1377			1377.00			1588.00			1588.00			1431.96			1564.78			1591.83			-119.39			-38.70			217.39			-144.81			-9.77			203.76			1498.06			14254.72			47259.12			411123.11			1836106.35			6191991.17			112.33			501.67			1691.80			10.60			22.40			41.13			-3.52			-0.44			19.22


			67			451			1258			1258.00			1377.00			1588.00			1362.38			1489.67			1590.30			-156.04			187.78			333.83			-149.30			69.25			255.79			24347.20			35260.24			111445.79			435470.31			1871366.59			6303436.97			115.14			494.81			1666.69			10.73			22.24			40.83			-3.66			3.11			23.84


			68			300			1071			1071.00			1258.00			1377.00			1245.83			1397.00			1504.98			-14.62			231.67			519.30			-95.43			134.22			361.19			213.79			53669.26			269673.52			435684.10			1925035.85			6573110.48			111.54			492.84			1682.82			10.56			22.20			41.02			-2.33			6.05			34.20


			69			509			1260			1071.00			1258.00			1260.00			1175.90			1341.40			1406.99			-14.17			139.00			433.98			-62.93			136.13			390.31			200.87			19320.93			188339.15			435884.97			1944356.78			6761449.64			108.11			482.23			1676.95			10.40			21.96			40.95			-1.54			6.20			37.54


			70			531			1340			1071.00			1260.00			1340.00			1133.94			1308.84			1380.19			-164.10			81.40			335.99			-103.40			114.24			368.58			6625.94			26930.04			112888.17			442510.91			1971286.82			6874337.81			106.37			473.87			1652.49			10.31			21.77			40.65			-2.54			5.25			35.74


			71			521			1561			1260.00			1340.00			1561.00			1184.36			1321.30			1452.52			-427.06			-31.16			120.19			-232.86			56.08			269.23			970.95			14446.36			182382.17			443481.86			1985733.18			7056719.98			103.38			462.87			1644.92			10.17			21.51			40.56			-5.74			2.61			26.48


			72			544			1596			1340.00			1561.00			1596.00			1246.62			1417.18			1509.91			-411.64			-239.70			112.52			-304.37			-62.23			206.54			12659.81			57454.20			169445.31			456141.67			2043187.38			7226165.28			103.15			462.05			1634.14			10.16			21.50			40.42			-7.53			-2.90			20.34


			73			372			1437			1437.00			1561.00			1596.00			1322.77			1474.71			1544.35			-349.38			-143.82			72.91			-322.38			-94.87			153.09			5315.79			20683.51			122068.07			461457.46			2063870.89			7348233.35			101.29			453.00			1612.87			10.06			21.28			40.16			-8.03			-4.46			15.21


			74			724			1640			1437.00			1596.00			1640.00			1368.46			1523.23			1582.61			-317.23			-121.29			107.35			-320.32			-105.44			134.79			11523.10			14711.40			100634.52			472980.56			2078582.30			7448867.87			100.81			443.01			1587.57			10.04			21.05			39.84			-8.04			-5.01			13.43


			75			700			1796			1437.00			1640.00			1796.00			1395.88			1569.94			1667.96			-427.54			-116.77			145.61			-363.21			-109.97			139.12			13636.25			21201.52			182788.46			486616.80			2099783.82			7631656.33			100.75			434.74			1580.05			10.04			20.85			39.75			-9.14			-5.27			13.86


			76			552			1976			1640.00			1796.00			1976.00			1493.53			1660.36			1791.18			-580.12			-226.06			27.96			-449.97			-156.41			94.66			782.01			51105.21			336542.23			487398.81			2150889.02			7968198.56			98.07			432.77			1603.26			9.90			20.80			40.04			-11.24			-7.52			9.56


			77			566			1818			1796.00			1818.00			1976.00			1614.52			1723.42			1865.11			-482.47			-157.64			-4.82			-462.97			-156.90			54.87			23.25			24849.98			232780.74			487422.06			2175739.00			8200979.30			95.35			425.61			1604.26			9.76			20.63			40.05			-11.56			-7.61			5.62


			78			420			1538			1538.00			1818.00			1976.00			1583.91			1761.25			1909.46			-361.48			-94.58			327.11			-422.38			-131.97			163.76			8945.99			106999.12			130670.78			496368.05			2282738.13			8331650.08			94.44			434.31			1585.17			9.72			20.84			39.81			-10.61			-6.33			16.85


			79			639			1625			1538.00			1625.00			1818.00			1565.55			1706.75			1872.88			-234.09			136.25			371.46			-347.06			-24.68			246.84			18564.07			54798.35			137985.74			514932.13			2337536.48			8469635.82			95.32			432.72			1567.87			9.76			20.80			39.60			-8.77			-1.19			25.28


			80			397			1456			1456.00			1538.00			1625.00			1521.73			1639.25			1773.73			-59.45			168.75			416.88			-232.02			52.69			314.86			3534.81			28476.57			173787.76			518466.94			2366013.05			8643423.58			93.42			426.31			1557.37			9.67			20.65			39.46			-5.88			2.55			32.58


			81			378			1414			1414.00			1456.00			1625.00			1478.64			1565.95			1714.24			-103.27			183.25			359.73			-180.52			104.91			332.81			10665.22			33580.57			129403.63			529132.16			2399593.62			8772827.21			92.83			420.98			1539.09			9.63			20.52			39.23			-4.60			5.11			34.54


			82			515			1290			1290.00			1414.00			1456.00			1403.18			1505.17			1610.94			22.64			151.95			424.24			-99.26			123.73			369.38			512.41			23088.81			179976.43			529644.57			2422682.42			8952803.64			90.51			413.99			1529.87			9.51			20.35			39.11			-2.54			6.08			38.83


			83			285			1178			1178.00			1290.00			1414.00			1313.11			1419.10			1532.17			-10.82			215.17			432.94			-63.88			160.30			394.80			117.03			46298.13			187438.58			529761.61			2468980.56			9140242.22			88.21			411.09			1521.85			9.39			20.28			39.01			-1.64			7.91			42.04


			84			664			1464			1178.00			1290.00			1464.00			1259.07			1367.46			1504.90			-150.89			129.10			354.17			-98.69			147.82			378.55			16667.33			22768.06			125432.89			546428.93			2491748.61			9265675.12			88.68			404.37			1503.68			9.42			20.11			38.78			-2.54			7.35			40.20


			85			581			1530			1178.00			1464.00			1530.00			1226.64			1406.08			1514.94			-270.93			-96.54			326.90			-167.59			50.08			357.89			9319.74			73405.52			106862.98			555748.67			2565154.13			9372538.10			87.93			405.88			1483.00			9.38			20.15			38.51			-4.35			2.49			38.17


			86			466			1711			1464.00			1530.00			1711.00			1321.58			1455.65			1593.36			-484.36			-123.92			50.94			-294.30			-19.52			235.11			2594.82			15356.98			234605.30			558343.50			2580511.11			9607143.40			86.16			398.23			1482.58			9.28			19.96			38.50			-7.64			-0.98			25.33


			87			426			1473			1473.00			1530.00			1711.00			1382.15			1485.39			1640.42			-389.42			-74.35			120.36			-332.34			-41.45			189.21			5528.51			14487.41			151645.16			563872.01			2594998.52			9758788.56			84.89			390.70			1469.25			9.21			19.77			38.33			-8.67			-2.10			20.54


			88			482			1374			1374.00			1473.00			1711.00			1378.89			1480.43			1668.65			-328.85			12.39			266.42			-330.95			-19.92			220.09			153.45			70978.65			108142.23			564025.46			2665977.17			9866930.79			82.87			391.71			1449.74			9.10			19.79			38.08			-8.69			-1.01			24.18


			89			590			1498			1374.00			1473.00			1498.00			1376.93			1477.46			1600.39			-119.11			7.43			294.65			-246.21			-8.98			249.92			55.24			14187.17			86819.16			564080.71			2680164.34			9953749.95			80.91			384.42			1427.67			8.99			19.61			37.78			-6.52			-0.46			27.78


			90			553			1625			1374.00			1498.00			1625.00			1375.76			1485.68			1610.23			-248.07			-20.54			226.39			-246.95			-13.60			240.51			421.91			51252.68			61536.71			564502.62			2731417.02			10015286.66			79.06			382.55			1402.70			8.89			19.56			37.45			-6.59			-0.70			27.05


			91			547			1690			1498.00			1625.00			1690.00			1424.66			1541.41			1642.14			-314.24			-139.32			112.23			-273.87			-63.89			189.20			12596.54			19411.25			98746.51			577099.16			2750828.28			10114033.17			78.95			376.31			1383.59			8.89			19.40			37.20			-7.36			-3.29			21.29


			92			439			1539			1539.00			1625.00			1690.00			1470.39			1574.84			1661.28			-265.34			-83.59			103.14			-270.46			-71.77			154.77			6988.05			10637.98			70407.30			584087.21			2761466.26			10184440.47			78.07			369.08			1361.19			8.84			19.21			36.89			-7.33			-3.74			17.52


			93			571			1557			1539.00			1557.00			1690.00			1497.84			1567.71			1672.77			-219.61			17.84			122.28			-250.12			-35.93			141.78			318.38			14953.46			48226.90			584405.59			2776419.72			10232667.37			76.33			362.65			1336.56			8.74			19.04			36.56			-6.84			-1.89			16.23


			94			521			1531			1531.00			1539.00			1557.00			1511.10			1556.22			1626.46			-59.16			28.71			141.77			-173.74			-10.07			141.78			824.03			3500.35			20098.91			585229.63			2779920.07			10252766.28			74.72			354.94			1309.09			8.64			18.84			36.18			-4.80			-0.53			16.40


			95			333			1425			1425.00			1531.00			1557.00			1476.66			1546.13			1598.68			-45.90			25.22			201.46			-122.60			4.05			165.65			636.23			2106.65			40587.09			585865.85			2782026.72			10293353.37			73.14			347.32			1285.06			8.55			18.64			35.85			-3.42			0.22			19.37


			96			547			1401			1401.00			1425.00			1531.00			1446.40			1497.68			1571.61			-54.34			121.13			197.68			-95.30			50.88			178.46			2952.72			14673.48			39076.36			588818.58			2796700.20			10332429.73			71.89			341.48			1261.59			8.48			18.48			35.52			-2.68			2.75			21.05


			97			558			1438			1401.00			1425.00			1438.00			1428.24			1468.61			1518.16			8.40			72.68			170.61			-53.82			59.60			175.32			70.50			5282.45			29106.56			588889.08			2801982.66			10361536.29			70.34			334.68			1237.64			8.39			18.29			35.18			-1.53			3.26			20.90


			98			455			1560			1401.00			1438.00			1560.00			1417.34			1456.36			1534.90			-131.76			30.61			117.16			-85.00			48.00			152.06			936.87			13727.37			17361.23			589825.95			2815710.03			10378897.52			68.94			329.09			1213.05			8.30			18.14			34.83			-2.44			2.65			18.31


			99			586			1599			1438.00			1560.00			1599.00			1425.61			1497.82			1560.54			-181.66			-103.64			96.90			-123.66			-12.65			129.99			9389.29			10740.22			32999.34			599215.23			2826450.25			10411896.86			68.54			323.32			1191.02			8.28			17.98			34.51			-3.58			-0.70			15.70


			100			592			1633			1560.00			1599.00			1633.00			1479.36			1538.29			1589.52			-207.39			-101.18			0.54			-157.15			-48.06			78.21			0.29			10237.60			43012.41			599215.52			2836687.85			10454909.27			67.10			317.66			1170.76			8.19			17.82			34.22			-4.59			-2.70			9.55


			101			582			1760			1599.00			1633.00			1760.00			1527.22			1576.17			1657.71			-280.64			-94.71			-9.48			-206.55			-66.72			43.14			89.81			8969.72			78756.90			599305.33			2845657.57			10533666.17			65.71			312.02			1155.01			8.11			17.66			33.99			-6.08			-3.78			5.32


			102			415			1589			1589.00			1633.00			1760.00			1551.93			1598.90			1698.63			-232.78			-56.83			68.71			-217.04			-62.76			53.37			3229.10			4721.62			54187.44			602534.43			2850379.18			10587853.61			64.71			306.10			1137.01			8.04			17.50			33.72			-6.44			-3.59			6.63


			103			289			1286			1286.00			1589.00			1760.00			1445.56			1594.94			1723.18			-208.07			9.90			412.63			-213.45			-33.70			197.07			98.11			43292.78			170262.22			602632.54			2893671.97			10758115.83			63.39			304.40			1131.72			7.96			17.45			33.64			-6.34			-1.93			24.75


			104			451			1155			1155.00			1286.00			1589.00			1329.34			1471.37			1669.51			-143.44			308.94			568.18			-185.45			103.36			345.51			20575.47			95445.74			322825.16			623208.00			2989117.71			11080940.99			64.24			308.09			1142.13			8.01			17.55			33.80			-5.49			5.89			43.11


			105			478			1218			1155.00			1218.00			1286.00			1259.60			1370.02			1516.10			43.34			253.37			514.51			-93.93			163.36			413.11			1877.93			64194.21			264716.66			625085.93			3053311.92			11345657.65			63.14			308.42			1146.03			7.95			17.56			33.85			-2.77			9.30			51.99


			106			448			1377			1155.00			1218.00			1377.00			1217.76			1309.21			1460.46			-117.40			152.02			361.10			-103.32			158.83			392.31			13782.51			23109.92			130395.91			638868.44			3076421.83			11476053.56			63.25			304.60			1136.24			7.95			17.45			33.71			-3.07			9.10			49.33


			107			284			1210			1210.00			1218.00			1377.00			1214.66			1272.73			1427.08			-159.24			91.21			250.46			-125.69			131.78			335.57			8319.57			25357.18			62731.34			647188.01			3101779.01			11538784.90			62.82			301.09			1120.05			7.93			17.35			33.47			-3.76			7.59			42.34


			108			484			1216			1210.00			1216.00			1377.00			1212.79			1250.04			1407.05			-162.34			56.73			217.08			-140.35			101.76			288.17			3217.95			26355.45			47122.57			650405.97			3128134.46			11585907.47			61.91			297.75			1102.79			7.87			17.26			33.21			-4.23			5.90			36.63
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